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‘Forty-two’, said the great computer,
‘… that quite definitely is the answer.
I think the problem,
to be quite honest with you,
is that you've never actually known
what the question is.’
(Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy)
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Abstract
Ultrasound in combination with systemically administered
encapsulated microbubbles (MBs) has recently been employed for
local opening of the blood-brain barrier and targeted drug delivery.
These modalities rely on the dynamic response of MBs to a transient
external pressure field for inducing or augmenting mechanical effects.
The goal of this thesis is the development of a versatile computational
framework (CF) to treat the coupling of ultrasonically excited MBs
with fluid flow and structural dynamics on the microscale and to
model medically relevant configurations. The CF is based on a
combination of fluid-structure coupling and interface tracking on a
deformable computational grid and is implemented in an open source
platform. This project is concerned with fundamental aspects of MB
dynamics and MB interaction as well as with the assessment of
induced mechanical parameters on the vasculature in medical
treatments. On a fundamental level, the impact of increasing
excitation pressure amplitudes on the oscillatory response of MBs is
studied and a transition between linear and non-linear behaviour is
observed. The interaction of pairs of closely spaced MBs is modelled
with special focus on their relative translation. The CF allows a
successful reproduction of non-symmetric translatory effects in a
viscous fluid as reported from experimental observations. A
dependence of translation direction and velocity on excitation
frequency, excitation pressure level and degree of confinement inside
rigid tubes is established and quantified. The latter aspect is essential
to understand the comportment of groups of MBs inside capillary
microvessels. The microflow induced by a vibrating MB inside a
distensible microvessel is examined. The induced stress levels at the
endothelial cell membranes, which are relevant for biomechanical
effects and cell damage, are quantified. A viscoelastic shell
encapsulating the MB is introduced and allows for shell buckling in
compressed states and shell rupture when a critical sustainable
tension is surpassed. This thesis includes an extensive study on the
impact of red blood cells and cell texturing on the endothelial surface
stress distribution in microvessels as well as an assessment of its
changes due to MB shell rupture.
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Zusammenfassung
Neue medizinische Anwendungen von gasgefüllten und gekapselten
Mikrobläschen (MBs), welche ursprünglich als UltraschallKontrastmittel entwickelt wurden, umfassen die Öffnung der BlutHirn-Schranke und die gezielte Abgabe von medizinischen
Wirkstoffen. Diese Technologien beruhen auf mechanischen Effekten
welche durch die Wechselwirkung zwischen einem Ultraschallfeld
(US) und den darin vibrierenden MBs hervorgerufen werden. Das
Ziel dieser Dissertation war die Entwicklung einer vielseitig
anwendbaren numerischen Plattform (NP) zur Simulation der
dynamischen Kopplung von MBs mit dem umgebenden Fluid und
flexiblen Strukturen sowie die Anwendung auf medizinisch relevante
Szenarien. Die NP, welche in OpenFOAM implementiert wurde,
basiert auf einer Kombination aus Fluid-Struktur-Kopplung und
Interface Tracking auf einem deformierbaren Rechengitter. In dieser
Arbeit werden sowohl fundamentale Aspekte der Dynamik und
Wechselwirkung von MBs als auch deren Interaktion mit
Blutgefässen im Rahmen medizinischer Behandlungen erforscht. Die
Auswirkung von steigenden Druckamplituden auf die Vibrationen
von MBs werden analysiert und dabei ein Übergang von linearen zu
nicht-linearen Schwingungen beobachtet. Die Wechselwirkung von
MB-Paaren
wird
unter
spezieller
Berücksichtigung
von
Relativbewegungen der Partner untersucht. Dabei lassen sich in
viskosen Fluiden nicht-symmetrische Phänomene, welche bereits aus
Experimenten bekannt sind, numerisch reproduzieren. Eine
Abhängigkeit der Bewegungsrichtung und Geschwindigkeit der MBs
von der US-Anregungsfrequenz, der US-Druckamplitude und einem
möglichen Einschluss in engen Kanälen wird festgestellt und
quantifiziert. Der letzte Aspekt ist besonders im Hinblick auf ein
besseres Verständnis des Verhaltens von MBs in Kapillargefässen bei
medizinischen Behandlungen von Bedeutung. Der durch die
Vibrationen von MBs erzeuge mikroskopischen Fluss in
Kapillargefässen wird modelliert und die dadurch erzeugten
Schubspannungen und Druckschwankungen auf naheliegende
Zelloberflächen werden quantifiziert. Derartige mechanische Effekte
können biologische Reaktionen auslösen oder aber die Zellen
beschädigen. Das Modell ist in der Lage, eine viskoelastische MBix

Hülle mit radiusabhängigen Eigenschaften einzubinden und deren
Stauchung sowie ein mögliches Aufbrechen bei zu starken
Spannungen zu simulieren. Diese Arbeit umfasst eine ausführliche
Untersuchung der Auswirkungen der Präsenz von Roten
Blutkörperchen und einer realistischen Zellwand-Morphologie auf die
Schub- und Druckspannungsverhältnisse in Kapillargefässen sowie
eine Analyse von deren Veränderung nach dem Aufplatzen der MBHülle.
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1.1

Introduction
Context

Ultrasound (US), a longitudinal pressure wave at frequencies above
the human audible range, has fascinated researchers and engineers
for centuries. The discovery that bats require hearing but not sight for
orientation (Spallanzani, 1798; de Jurine, 1798) is considered the
starting point of ultrasound research. This phenomenon was only
fully explained 140 years later by echolocation (Pierce and Griffin,
1938; Griffin and Galambos, 1941). The use of the piezoelectric effect
(Curie and Curie, 1880) to generate US allowed a technical
implementation for the location of Icebergs in the aftermath of the
Titanic disaster in 1912 and the detection of submarines in world war
I (Kane et al., 2004; Klein, 1968). During the 1930s the use of US for
metal flaw detection was proposed (Sokoloff, 1935) and already in the
1940s first attempts were made to use US as a modality in medical
diagnostics to locate tumours and the ventricles in the brain (Dussik,
1942).
While the previously mentioned applications all serve the purpose of
detection, US may also be used for manipulation by projecting force
or depositing energy. In the 1950s, US was introduced as a means to
improve the cleaning of surfaces (Bulat, 1974), especially of optical
components and metal surfaces (Gale and Busnaina, 1995). More
recently, this method has also been applied in clinics for the removal
of biofilms (Nishikawa et al., 2010) or the disinfection of surgical
instruments (Jatzwauk et al., 2001). This procedure requires the
immersion of the object to be cleaned in liquid that is agitated by an
US field.
The transit of a sound wave through a liquid may lead to cavitation
inception (Strasberg, 1959), which is the formation of small vapour
pockets in regions where the local pressure levels are below the
cavitation threshold (Bouakaz and Shung, 1999). The creation of
these bubbles necessitates nucleation sites such as submicron seed
bubbles, particles, surfaces or other impurities. The created bubbles
constitute compressible cavities and sharp density discontinuities in
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the liquid. Depending on their resonance properties they will scatter
incoming pressure waves (Nishi, 1975) and perform volumetric
vibrations as a reaction to the oscillating pressure levels. The term
acoustic cavitation is used for expansion and contraction of bubbles
in response to an acoustic field.
We distinguish two types of acoustic cavitation (Neppiras, 1980):
Inertial cavitation (IC) involves large amplitude oscillations and
eventually a violent collapse of the bubble, causing jets and
shockwaves with considerable damaging potential. The collapse of a
spherical cavity was first analysed by Rayleigh (1917). The
phenomenon became practically relevant in the analysis of damage to
ship propellers where the cavitation developing at the blade edges
erodes the metal surfaces. Stable cavitation refers to oscillations
around an equilibrium radius with comparatively lower amplitude.
The vibrations of bubbles in a liquid create local flows, termed
streaming, which can impact nearby surfaces. Depending on the
strength of cavitation, these flows will expose the surface to
considerable shear and pressure, which is the mechanism exploited
for cleaning applications. Bubbles with resonance frequency in the
ultrasonic range have diameters of a few micrometres and are termed
microbubbles (MBs). By agitating their surrounding liquid, insonated
MBs enable a localized application of force. Hence they serve as
elements to augment or create a physical effect in their close vicinity.
In medical applications and other technologies employing low to
moderate US pressure levels, MBs are not created from cavitation
inception. Instead, a solution containing pre-formed MBs is supplied
to the process. Each of these MBs is usually encapsulated in a thin,
viscoelastic shell which protects it against dissolution and allows for
the tailoring of the echogenic properties like resonance frequency,
scattering cross section and compression behaviour. Today, preformed MBs are available in various sizes, with a range of shell
properties tailored to a specific application.
These encapsulated MBs are predominantly used as contrast
enhancing agents in US radiography. For this purpose, a solution of
MBs is injected into the circulatory system. The considerable
enhancement of the scattered US signal from those MBs permits
2
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differentiation of blood from tissue and the tracing of the contrast
agent path and spreading (Mleczko et al., 2012). The MBs are small
enough to fit through capillary blood vessels with diameters of 6-15
µm and owing to their shell are usually stable enough to endure
passage through the heart.
More recently, insonated MBs similar to those employed in US
radiography have been used to apply mechanical stimuli to the
endothelial layer of capillary blood vessels in the brain. The MBs are
exposed to a highly focused US field upon passage through the
capillaries of the targeted cerebral region. This causes a localized and
transient increase in the permeability (McDannold et al., 2006) of the
blood-brain barrier (BBB) (Palmer, 2010), a highly selective
physiological diffusion barrier which regulates transport of
substances to the cerebral compartment. The longitudinal and
transverse forces at the endothelium created by the microstreaming
around insonated MBs are suspected to play a key role in biomechanical processes leading to this opening of the BBB (Hynynen,
2008).
MBs have also been used as vehicles for transportation and delivery
of medication to a desired location. In this technology, termed
targeted drug delivery (Ferrara et al., 2007), encapsulated MBs
hosting minute quantities of a pharmaceutical substance are
administered to the circulatory system. A focused, high intensity US
beam excites the carriers at the intended delivery location to an
extent where they rupture, releasing the transported drug.
1.2

Thesis outline

This thesis aims to investigate the dynamics of insonated MBs in
configurations which are relevant for technological applications
especially in medical treatment. Here the coupling of MBs in mutual
proximity and their dynamics inside narrow compliant blood vessels
are essential. A specifically tailored computational framework (CF)
which allows the coupling of MB dynamics, fluid flow and solid
mechanics on a single platform was developed. It is utilized to study
the mechanical aspects of US induced and MB moderated medical
interventions like the transient opening of the BBB or targeted drug
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delivery. The employed methodology and acquired results are
presented and discussed in the following chapters.
Chapter 2 provides a concise introduction to the physics and
modern technological applications of MBs, specifically addressing the
transient opening of the BBB.
Chapter 3 introduces the CF developed in the course of this project.
It allows the coupling of multiple, physically distinct domains on a
single numerical platform.
In Chapter 4 the presented CF is used to investigate the interaction
of multiple MBs, focusing on translation phenomena. The impact of
close mutual proximity and confinement inside rigid tubes on the MB
dynamics is studied and the effects of varying excitation pressure
levels are determined.
In Chapter 5 the CF employing an analytical model describing MB
oscillation is used to study the stresses and pressures exerted on a
compliant capillary blood vessel during US induced, MB enhanced
BBB opening. The impact of adjacent red blood cells and a cell
textured vessel interface are considered.
Chapter 6 extends the previous treatment to a fully integrated
numerical model for non-spherical encapsulated MBs with sizedependent shell properties and studies the impact of shell rupture on
the stresses at the capillary cell membranes.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and summarizes the achievements of
the project. Suggestions for further development of the CF along with
ideas for its application to the modelling of other MB technologies are
provided.

4

2

Fundamentals of microbubbles

Bubbles are gas or vapour filled cavities inside liquids that are
stabilized by surface tension or by an either naturally acquired or
artificially introduced interface film. Constituting a different phase of
lower density compared to their surroundings, they cause a change in
optical refractive index, acoustic wave speed, compressibility,
acoustic impedance and possibly chemical composition. Their
compressibility allows them to respond to transient pressure
variations by volume oscillation and to translate along pressure
gradients.
2.1

Bubble oscillation

The natural frequency f0 of a bubble is determined (Sassaroli and
Hynynen, 2005) by its size (e.g. the equilibrium radius a0 for
spherical bubbles), the surface tension σ, the liquid density ρL, the
polytropic exponent γ and the equilibrium pressure P0 according to

f0 

1
2 a0

3 P0

L

  3  1 

2
.
 L a0

(2.1)

While equation (2.1) describes the resonance of bubbles in the
millimetre and sub-millimetre size range in liquids of low dynamic
viscosity µL with sufficient accuracy (Khismatullin, 2004), viscous
damping characterized by the damping coefficient



2 L

 L a02

(2.2)

becomes important for bubbles in the micrometre range. Hence the
resonance frequency fr differs from f0 according to

fr 

f02 

2
.
2 2

(2.3)
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The oscillations of a bubble exposed to a transient pressure field Ps
were studied and described by Plesset and Prosperetti (1977) using

2
4 a
3 

 L  aa  a2   Pg  P0  0  L  Ps (t ) .
2 
a
a


(2.4)

This formulation, called Rayleigh-Plesset equation (RPE), is
applicable to a single bubble with clean interface in an infinitely large
envelope of incompressible liquid. The transient bubble radius is
denoted by a, the number of dots above a variable indicates the order
of derivation with respect to time t, σ0 is the clean surface tension and
Pg is the transient pressure inside the bubble


2   a 
Pg   P0  0   0 
a0   a 

2.2

3

.

(2.5)

Bubble translation

A bubble of volume Vb exposed to a pressure gradient experiences a
force

f  VbP .

(2.6)

Due to its finite wavelength λex, a sound wave imposes a time-varying
spatial pressure gradient on the oscillating bubble. If the bubble were
static, the time averaged force would be zero. Due to its oscillations
however, oppositely signed pressure gradients act on the bubble in
contracted and expanded state, leading to a net force (Leighton et al.,
1990). The direction of this force depends on the phase offset θex
between excitation signal Ps and the bubble radius oscillation (Crum,
1975). Assuming small amplitude oscillations without damping, the
bubble oscillates in phase with Pex if f0 < fex and moves towards a
pressure node. For f0 > fex the phase offset is π and the bubble moves
to a pressure antinode (Leighton et al., 1990; Akhatov et al., 1997).
Bjerknes (1906) first studied this phenomenon and the force arising
from gradients in the primary excitation field, which is termed
Primary Bjerknes force fB1.
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In situations where λex is much larger than a, the gradients in the
primary field are small enough to neglect fB1. Local pressure
variations caused by the oscillation of a bubble generate transient
pressure gradients in its vicinity. In configurations hosting two or
more bubbles, neighbours get exposed to these gradients, which will
result in a so-called Secondary Bjerknes force fB2. In the linear regime
of low amplitude oscillations, this force results in repulsion between
two bubbles if fex is between their resonance frequencies and
attraction if fex is outside this range (Crum, 1975).
2.3

Encapsulated microbubbles

For biomedical applications, bubbles in the diameter range of 1 – 10
µm are employed because they can pass through the narrowest
vessels in the body when administered to the circulatory system.
These so-called microbubbles (MBs) respond to ultrasound and are
primarily used to enhance contrast in medical ultrasound
radiography. They are usually encapsulated with a thin,
biocompatible membrane (Sboros, 2008). It serves the purpose of
stabilizing the MB against dissolution by acting as a diffusion barrier
and hence prolongs its residence time in the body. Together with its
size, the shell properties are used to tune the echogenic properties of
the MB.
The first commercially available encapsulated MBs for medical
purposes (AlbunexTM) contained air and had a 15–20 nm thick shell
made from the protein albumin (Sponheim et al., 1993). To prevent
dissolution, fluorinated gas (e.g. perfluorocarbon, sulfurhexafluorid)
that is innocuous and poorly soluble in blood, was used in subsequent
ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) generations (OptisonTM), allowing
for higher circulation persistence. MBs with a 100–200 nm thick shell
composed of cross-linked polymers are used as UCAs in the high
frequency range but yield comparatively low echogenicity. They are
mainly employed as high stability drug carriers with molecular
compounds for chemical targeting attached to the shell. Presently,
most UCAs like DefinityTM (Faez et al., 2011), SonoVueTM (Schneider,
1999) and SonazoidTM (Sontum, 2008) have a phospholipid
monolayer shell which is usually less than 10 nm thick. Phospholipid
shells can be functionalized and are easy to manufacture exploiting
lipid self-assembly at the gas-liquid interface (Lee et al., 2001). This
7
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process relies on the affinity of the polar heads of the phospholipid
molecules to the liquid while their non-polar tails orient towards the
gas inside the MB (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Microscopic image of SonoVueTM UCAs of varying size next to
bovine endothelial cells (left) and schematic cutaway of the phospholipid
monolayer encapsulation of a MB (right). The polar heads of the molecules are
oriented towards the liquid while the non-polar tails point into the MB. The
thickness of the shell is greatly exaggerated for drawing purposes and usually
lies below 10 nm. Images reproduced from (Deelman et al., 2010) (left) and
(Versluis, 2010) (right).

The typical fr of UCAs is situated in the range of 1-10 MHz (Stride and
Saffari, 2003a) and can be tuned by shell composition, shell thickness
and MB size. The UCAs show a rheology similar to RBCs in blood
(Lindner et al., 2002) which allows them to travel naturally along
with the other blood constituents. A more complete review of the
different MB types, their properties and benefits may be found in
Sirsi and Borden (2009).
Equation (2.4) can be extended to include the comportment of
encapsulated MBs (Church, 1995; Hoff et al., 2000) by adding the
shell viscosity µs to µL and replacing the clean interface surface
tension σ0 by the tension of the shell σs. The values of these
parameters usually scale with the size variations of the MB relative to
equilibrium. When the stress on the encapsulation due to expansion
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surpasses a critical value, the shell ruptures, leading to an immediate
change in MB dynamics.
2.4
2.4.1

Medical microbubble applications
Diagnostic imaging

Due to the large difference in acoustic impedance between gas and
blood, MBs enhance the backscattering or echo of incoming
ultrasonic waves. This effect was first exploited by Gramiak and Shah
(1968) and is strongest if fex is close to fr. Encapsulated MBs oscillate
non-linearly when exposed to a typical acoustic field strength used in
diagnostics and their emission signal contains higher harmonics
which can be distinguished from the primary ultrasound. This
property is exploited in ultrasound radiography by administering
MBs to the circulatory system as contrast enhancing agent. Their
application ranges from echocardiography (Stewart, 2003) to blood
volume and perfusion measurements (Schrope and Newhouse, 1993),
stroke detection (Meyer et al., 2003) and delineating tissue and
lesion, e.g. in the kidneys (Nilsson, 2004; Ignee et al., 2010).
2.4.2

Blood-brain barrier opening

The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is a functional layer which protects the
brain from exposure to hazardous substances by blocking diffusion of
almost any substance from the circulatory system to the cerebral
tissue. This is achieved by sealing the intercellular spaces between
endothelial cells with tight junctions (Dejana, 2004) and regulating
transcellular passage by functionalized cell membranes and
specialized transport mechanisms (Abbott et al., 2010). Such
functionality is vital to survival and its corruption may lead to the
disturbance of the delicate cerebral microenvironment and an
accumulation of neurotoxins in the brain.
On the other hand, the BBB blocks the uptake of pharmaceutical
substances from the circulatory system to the brain (Figure 2.2),
which hampers treatment of many cerebral conditions via systemic
drugs (Abbott and Romero, 1996). Therapy for several pathologies
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including brain tumours (Rapoport, 2000), neurodegenerative
diseases like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s (Dove, 2008), and other
brain disorders, would benefit from a controlled opening or bypass of
the BBB. In order to minimize interference with its vital functionality,
a local and transient opening of the BBB for delivery of therapeutic
agents in a limited region of interest would be desirable.

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a cerebral capillary blood vessel. The tight junctions
seal the intercellular gap. The RBCs are deformed into a parachute-like shape
to fit through the narrow capillary. Drug molecules are unable to enter the
cerebral domain unless the BBB is opened by stimulation due to US induced
oscillation of the MB (here with lipid shell). Image adapted from (Whitebread,
2011).

The vibrations of MBs generate a local pulsating disturbance in
surrounding liquid (Collis et al., 2010), termed acoustic
microstreaming. Close to a vessel surface this streaming can impact
the endothelium and generate considerable shear forces on cellular
membranes (Wu, 2002). Moreover, microvessels (MVs) experience
dilation and pressure variation at the cellular interface. These effects,
causing sudden, high frequency changes to the microenvironment of
endothelial cells, may trigger a biomechanical response from the
tissue (Nyborg, 2001). Such local stimulation can temporarily
increase the permeability of the BBB (Hynynen, 2008; McDannold et
al., 2006), allowing for transport of substances to the cerebral tissue.
The spatial selectivity of the BBB opening is achieved by employing a
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focused ultrasound (FUS) beam. It transmits the ultrasound signal
through the skull and is able to excite MBs passing the capillary bed
in a well-defined, narrow region of interest.
2.4.3

Targeted drug and gene delivery

The delivery of therapeutic substances to a specific location in the
body is challenging, specifically for target regions inaccessible to
direct injection from the outside. A systemic administration of drugs
entails the exposure of all perfused tissues to potentially harmful side
effects. MBs offer a means to transport drugs to a target location and
deliberately releasing them there (Ferrara et al., 2007).
Small amounts of pharmaceutical substances can be embedded inside
MBs as payload or integrated into their shell. After injection these
MBs are advected with the blood and perfuse the tissue. Sonicating
the desired target location with high intensity FUS triggers large
amplitude oscillation and eventual rupture of the MBs in that region,
releasing their drug content (Chen et al., 2006). The disruption of the
delivery vehicle may cause increased shear levels on the nearby tissue,
formation of jets and shockwaves. These mechanical effects can
facilitate the penetration of the delivered drugs into the tissue in a
process called sonophoresis (Deng et al., 2004).
The efficiency of tissue drug uptake can be augmented by deliberately
pushing the carrier MBs towards the vessel wall immediately prior to
drug release, exploiting fB1 created by a propagating waves (Lum et
al., 2006). In order to achieve an agglomeration of MBs at the target
site, functional groups like antibodies, peptides and vitamins can be
attached to the MB shell and will bind to a target tissue or receptor by
physicochemical interaction (Klibanov, 2005).
2.5

Conclusions

Ultrasonically excited MBs show oscillatory and translatory dynamics
as a reaction to transient variations in pressure and pressure
gradients. For encapsulated MBs, as employed in medical procedures,
the response can be tuned by the properties of the MB shell, which in
addition stabilizes the MB against dissolution. The ability to
11
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manipulate the microscopic dynamics of MBs using ultrasound is
exploited in various medical applications to enhance contrast in
diagnostics, to stimulate biomechanical tissue response by locally
changing the mechanical micro-conditions and to perform a targeted
delivery of drugs and genes.
Today, MBs are industrially produced with good size uniformity,
highly non-soluble gas content and biocompatible shells with well
controllable properties. The MB characteristics can be tailored to a
specific application and a range of ligands for targeting is available for
attachment to the shell.
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The previously discussed dynamic behaviour of microbubbles (MBs)
is numerically modelled in order to investigate its dependence on
coupling phenomena with the immediate surroundings. All numerical
studies presented here rely on a computational framework (CF) that
was developed and continuously extended in the course of this thesis.
The aim was to provide a platform for the modelling of single or
multiple MBs in configurations relevant for medical research, most
notably the opening of the blood-brain barrier (BBB).
The open source numerical platform OpenFOAM (Jasak et al., 2007;
Weller et al., 1998) was used in order to achieve maximum flexibility
in the formulation and combination of the necessary algorithms.
OpenFOAM offers a range of sophisticated numerical tools
implemented in C++ code and example applications ranging from
fluid dynamics to financial mathematics. The object oriented
organization allows for efficient extension, combination or creation of
code elements. It offers the freedom to tailor a solver for the stated
problem, building on an efficient underlying implementation of
operator discretization, linear solvers, partial differential equation
handling, polyhedral mesh support and auxiliary functionalities.

Figure 3.1: Domain coupling diagram (left) and structure of the CF (right)
with all major components and their combinatorial options (X denotes logical
XOR, & designates logical AND).
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The layout of the present CF rests on two main pillars: an interface
tracking (IFT) algorithm to model the surface of a MB in liquid and a
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) algorithm to treat the coupling of
liquid with surrounding tissue. The combination of these main
components forms a solver that is capable of treating the coupling of
three physically distinct domains (Figure 3.1, left), namely a
deformable solid, a liquid and MBs. The two components, as well as
auxiliary modules (Figure 3.1, right) and algorithms, are described
here briefly.
3.1

Interface tracking

Two phase flows may be modelled using interface capturing on a
static grid employing a volume fraction factor (Hirt and Nichols,
1981) or a level set function (Osher and Sethian, 1988). For small
bubbles with consequently high surface curvature, the exact
delineation and shape of the interface is pivotal for determining their
dynamics. Hence an interface tracking (IFT) approach (Muzaferija
and Peric, 1997) which treats the bubble surface as a moving, sharp
boundary is preferable despite its considerably higher computational
cost.
At every location of the interface Γb between two immiscible fluids
identified by indices 1 and 2 a kinematic condition

v1  v b  v 2

(3.1)

ensures continuity of velocity v across Γb. It also implies that Γb
moves at the same speed vΓ as the adjacent fluid elements.
Using the force equilibrium at the interface (Zapryanov and
Tabakova, 1998 )

nD2  nD1   n  s

(3.2)

we derive the dynamic conditions in normal direction and tangential
direction. Here D is the stress tensor, σ represents surface tension
and κ = -∇s · ñ is twice the local interface curvature calculated by the
divergence of the interface unit normal vector ñ along the surface. ∇s
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is the surface gradient operator, defined by P·∇, with the tangential
projection operator P = I - ññ. We do not consider cases with
variable surface tension along the interface, as would arise due to
temperature variation or non-uniform surfactant concentration.
Therefore the last term on the right-hand side of (3.2), representing
Marangoni stress (Nadim et al., 1996), is neglected. For
incompressible Newtonian fluids the stress tensor

D  PI  T

(3.3)

is expressed as sum of the isotropic component P, representing
pressure, multiplied by the unit matrix I and the deviatoric
component



T   v   v 

T

.

(3.4)

T is composed of twice the symmetric portion of the Jacobian of v,
constituting the strain rate tensor, and scaled by dynamic viscosity µ.
The force equilibrium becomes

( P1  P2 )n  n  (T1  T2 )   n .

(3.5)

The normal stress equilibrium can be found by multiplying (3.5) by ñ
and yields a pressure jump condition

P1  P2    nn : (T2  T1 )  P2    2(2  1 )s  v. (3.6)
Here the double-dot operator indicates a double inner product and
the transformation of the last term, representing the deviatoric
normal stress, is derived in (Chen et al., 2000).
The tangential stress balance

n  (T2  T1 )  n   nn : (T2  T1 )  0

(3.7)

is obtained by subtracting the left equality in (3.6) multiplied by ñ
from (3.5). This expression can be transformed into a jump condition
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for the interface normal component of the velocity gradient (Tukovic,
2005)

2 n   v 2   1 n   v 1    1  2   n s  v   s v   n  . (3.8)
For the specific case of a bubble immersed in liquid, we can identify
the second domain with the gas inside the bubble and the first
domain with the surrounding liquid. Assuming negligible viscosity of
the gas, the boundary conditions thus found read:

P  Pg    2L s  v.

(3.9)

n   v   n  s  v   s v   n

(3.10)

where the liquid viscosity is µL. The transient gas pressure Pg inside a
bubble of volume Vb is assumed to be homogeneous and governed by
a polytropic law

PgVb  const.

(3.11)

For encapsulated microbubbles a viscoelastic shell model (VESM) can
be introduced by writing the interface tension stress

  

(3.12)

in (3.9) using the tension σs associated with the shell. An additional
viscous contribution of an interface layer is accounted for by adding a
shell viscosity µS to the liquid viscosity µL in the normal viscous stress
term

   2(L  s )s  v .

(3.13)

The displacement of the gas-liquid interface is determined by an
iterative process. The mass and momentum equations are solved in
the liquid using Dirichlet pressure boundary condition (3.9) and
Neumann velocity boundary condition (3.10) for a static bubble
interface. The resulting flux through Γb is compensated by displacing
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the interface vertices along the normal direction until the swept
volume compensates for this flux and the kinematic condition (3.1) is
satisfied. Subsequently the BCs are re-evaluated and the cycle starts
again until the change in interface position is below the convergence
criterion. A detailed description of the algorithm is available in
Tukovic and Jasak (2012).
3.1.1

Guidance grid method

The choice of the normal direction for vertex displacement leads to a
quick deterioration of mesh quality in translating bubbles due to
mesh thinning in motion direction and compression on the opposite
side (Figure 3.2, section A). In order to prevent this effect, which
becomes prohibitive for the studies in Chapter 4, a guidance grid
method (GGM) was introduced. A template is created from the unit
vectors ȓ pointing from the initial bubble centre to its initial surface
vertices. After the standard vertex displacement finishes, this
template is moved to the current bubble centre and the surface
vertices are perpendicularly projected onto the directions of ȓ (Figure
3.2, section B). This measure preserves the surface mesh quality while
causing a minimal additional parasitic flux through the surface, which
is inherently compensated by the algorithm in the following iteration
step.
3.1.2

Analytical bubble model

The motion of a bubble can be described by the RPE (2.4), a second
order ordinary differential equation (ODE) which is only accurate for
a spherical bubble with clean surface in an infinite liquid envelope.
Nonetheless, extensions to the original RPE permit the consideration
of a viscoelastic shell (5.5) and allow approximate treatment of
confinement effects (5.4). Even size-dependent shell properties and
the buckling and irreversible breakup of the encapsulation of a
spherical bubble can be described (6.5). While less precise than a full
modelling of the MB interface using IFT because of limitation to
spherical bubble shape, these equations give a good estimate of the
bubble radius oscillations at low pressure amplitudes with little
computational cost.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the degradation of a translating and non-spherically
deforming 2D bubble mesh using face normal motion direction for interface
update (left, section A) compared to the preservation of mesh quality using
GGM correction (left, section B). A comparison between the 3D mesh of a
translating MB without (right, section A) and with GGM (right, section B)
reveals the benefit and accuracy of the correction method.

Hence, there is merit in including an analytical bubble model (ABM)
based on solving a modified RPE in the CF to substitute the IFT in
situation where the flow coupling to the vessel structure is in focus.
The ODE solver available in OpenFOAM relies on a fifth order RungeKutta method (Cash and Karp, 1990) with adjustable time step size. It
is embedded in the time stepping scheme of the main solver and
provides the MB radius predicted by the respective RPE at the start of
every time step, whereupon Γb is adapted accordingly.
3.2

Fluid-structure coupling

Considerations on the interaction of domains with different
constitutive laws, such as fluids and solids are relevant in engineering
of airplanes, bridges, turbines, ships or biological systems, especially
for haemodynamics. Computationally, such fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) can be modelled in a monolithic way by setting up a
single system of equations describing the entire physics and couplings
of all involved domains and solving for all domains simultaneously.
This approach proves robust for large scale deformations (Heil et al.,
2008) but requires the derivation of equations and implementation of
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algorithms specifically addressing the particular combination of
physical systems.
Surface coupled problems can also be treated in a partitioned way
(Nobile and Vergara, 2012) by solving for each physical domain
separately in an alternating fashion and asynchronously enforcing
dynamic conditions at their interface Γfs. This sequential treatment
offers the benefit of software modularity, where established and
efficient solution methods can readily be used for each domain. The
individual solvers are treated as black boxes, communicating with
each other via the common interface. Hence, a constitutive model for
a domain can easily be exchanged without re-formulating the overall
problem, provided the new model is able to supply the required
parameters to the communication interface. In this way the coupling
of solvers on different platforms, combining e.g. FEM for structural
domains with FVM for fluid domains, is feasible.
Partitioned fluid-structure coupling provides a communication
interface through which the interacting domains exchange
parameters relevant for determining their boundary conditions.
Sequentially, each domain is solved separately using a dedicated
algorithm and without knowledge of the internal solutions of the
adjacent domains. The boundary conditions at the coupling interfaces
are derived from the previously determined solutions of the adjacent
domains and are considered constant during the solution step. Shear
and pressure created by fluid flow at a solid boundary cause a load on
the structure and are used to provide a traction boundary condition to
the structural solver. After solution of the structural part, the derived
local displacement is used to deform the interface, which imposes
altered conditions on the fluid solver and displacement velocity is
provided as a boundary condition (Kuttler and Wall, 2008). To allow
for such changes in domain geometry, the fluid solver must follow an
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation (ALE) (Donea et al.,
1982).
In situations where the flow is only weakly disturbed by the small
deformations of stiff structures, a single coupling cycle per time step
is sufficient. In contrast to this loosely coupled approach, strong
mutual influence between the fluid and the structure as experienced
with dense fluids and soft structures requires an iterative procedure
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(Matthies et al., 2006), termed strongly coupled approach. Ensuring
proper convergence of this procedure is challenging, especially for
thin, soft structures and a fluid-solid density ratio of close to unity
(Degroote et al., 2008; Causin et al., 2005).
The domain-specific solvers treat the coupling partner as constant.
This implies that the flow does not change while the structural solver
operates and vice versa. The disregard of the immediate response of
the adjacent domains denies a relevant adaptation of the boundary
conditions, provoking under- or overestimation of the solution. If
domains influence each other strongly, this basic procedure may
cause oscillations in the convergence, build-up of the added mass
effect (Förster et al., 2007) and ultimately divergence of the
computation.
The stability and convergence of the iterative solution procedure can
be improved by under-relaxing the interface displacement

 uI ,k 1   uI ,k  k rI ,k 1 ,

(3.14)

where δuI is the increment of interface displacement, k is the
iteration index, α is the under-relaxation factor and rI,k+1 is the
interface displacement residual defined as

rI ,k 1   uI ,k 1   uI ,k .

(3.15)

δũI,k+1 is the calculated displacement of the solid based on the applied
fluid stresses at the interfaces which were evaluated after the fluid
domain side was deformed by δuI,k. In order to accelerate
convergence of the iterative coupling procedure the adaptive Aitken
under-relaxation algorithm (Kuttler and Wall, 2008) can be
employed. It calculates

 k   k 1

rI ,k   rI ,k 1  rI ,k 
rI ,k 1  rI ,k

2

(3.16)

according to the current degree of convergence determined from the
residuals.
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Reduced order models estimate the response of adjacent domains
without solving their detailed dynamics. This allows faster
convergence of the coupling iteration and provides improved solution
stability. A very efficient algorithm in that regard is the Interface
Quasi-Newton technique with inverse Jacobian from a Least-Squares
model (IQN–ILS) (Degroote et al., 2009). It relates the FSI problem
to the residual of the interface displacement.
3.3

Dynamic mesh tools

The two main solver components (IFT and FSI) both require the
geometrical adaptation of the mesh surfaces (Γb or Γfs) they are acting
on, because the boundary shape is part of the solution. While small
deformations can be compensated by interface vertex displacement,
large changes need to be accommodated by moving the internal mesh
vertices as well. An essential consideration in calculations on spatial
domains of variable shape is maintaining the mesh validity and
quality.
3.3.1

Automatic Mesh Motion

OpenFOAM employs a Laplace equation

  (v v )  0

(3.17)

with variable diffusivity ξ and vertex displacement velocity vv to
determine the diffusion of internal vertices based on the displacement
of the boundary vertices. Unlike standard collocated cell-centred
FVM the equation is solved at the vertex locations and the use of a
tetrahedral FEM discretisation preserves mesh validity. Consequently
each cell has to be decomposed into a set of tetrahedra by introducing
splitting points at runtime. After the vertex motion, the original cell
configuration is regained by merging the respective tetrahedron sets.
This method, termed Automatic Mesh Motion (AAM) guarantees that
an initially valid mesh stays valid after motion and, through
appropriate choice of a locally varying ξ, facilitates the conservation of
mesh quality.
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3.3.2

Subset Motion Method

AAM is a very time consuming process due to the tetrahedral
decomposition and subsequent operations on a larger grid. The cost
of this algorithmic step can be minimized by constraining the
adaptation of the mesh to the close vicinity of a deformed boundary.
This is achievable through the subset mesh motion (SSMM) method.
A set of dynamic cells is defined and separated from the remaining
static mesh by an internal zero-displacement boundary, only
applicable to equation (3.17). The cell decomposition and subsequent
solution of the point diffusion Laplace equation is then limited to the
dynamics cells, thereby reducing the computational cost.
3.3.3

Topological modifiers

The displacement of vertices may not be sufficient to accommodate
substantial deformations or changes in boundary shape. Without the
ability to add or remove cells in appropriate locations or change their
connectivity, the mesh will become highly compressed, strained or
twisted. OpenFOAM offers a method to change the topology of a
mesh at runtime. Elementary topological changers which add or
remove cells, faces or points, and change mesh connectivity are
grouped into topological modifiers (ToMo) which yield a valid mesh
again after the manipulation. In this way a layer of cells in a
structured region of a mesh can be widened and subdivided at a
certain thickness or be compressed and merged with the underlying
layer. This allows for a substantial displacement of an interface layer
in face normal direction without affecting the internal mesh.
3.4

Conclusions

The developed CF comprises functionalities to model the coupled
physics of multiple domains with different constitutive laws. A FSI
interface allows the coupling of the dynamics of an arbitrary fluid
domain to a compliant solid structure. The behaviour of multiple
bubbles with selectable properties embedded in the fluid is handled
by an IFT algorithm. A dynamically adapting mesh with boundaries
fitted to the domain interfaces, allows for high accuracy coupling. All
elements of the CF except ToMo are capable of parallel processing
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using domain decomposition and inter processor boundaries, which
greatly enhances the computational efficiency. This CF was
implemented to meet the requirements for modelling the response of
MBs to ultrasound excitation in biomedical applications.
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Abstract
The interaction of closely spaced microbubbles (MBs) exposed to a
transient external pressure field is relevant for a variety of industrial
and medical applications. We present a computational framework
employing an interface tracking approach to model the transient
dynamics of multiple, interacting, insonated MBs in arbitrary
settings. In particular, this technique allows studying the effects of
mutual proximity, confinement and variations in excitation amplitude
on the translatory motion of pairs of differently sized MBs. Domains
of mutual repulsion or attraction are observed for closely spaced MBs
in a range of excitation frequencies. The repulsion range widens and
shifts to lower frequencies with increasing excitation pressure
amplitude. When the MBs are confined in rigid tubes of decreasing
diameters, we observe a shift of the translatory patterns towards
lower frequencies, accompanied by a change in relative strength of
the two translation modes. This effect is correlated to a decrease of
the resonance frequency due to confinement which causes changes in
oscillation amplitude and phase shift between the bubble vibrations.
Coupling to the viscous host liquid gives rise to phenomena such as
collective MB drift, non-symmetric attraction or repulsion and
reversal of translation direction. A system comprising six MBs inside
a narrow tube highlights the potential of the computational
framework to treat complex setups with multiple bubbles.
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4.1

Introduction

A growing range of ultrasound (US) applications relies on gas-filled
microbubbles (MBs) as agents to create or augment a desired effect.
The spectrum comprises technological applications such as the
cleaning of surfaces (Bulat, 1974), especially of wafers in
microelectronics processing (Gale and Busnaina, 1995) and of optical
devices as well as medical employments for surgical instrument
disinfection (Jatzwauk et al., 2001), removal of biofilms (Nishikawa
et al., 2010) or dental cleaning (Fraser, 2011). In medicine, MBs have
been employed for decades as contrast agent for diagnostic US (Stride
and Saffari, 2003a). More recently, they are utilized for targeted drug
delivery (Ferrara et al., 2007) and the transient opening of the bloodbrain barrier (Hynynen et al., 2005; McDannold et al., 2006;
Wiedemair et al., 2012). In all these applications, an ensemble of MBs
is exposed to US and the exploited response is generated by the
coupled dynamics of the MBs. Yet, the involved processes are
insufficiently understood. The capability to model the interaction of
MBs in configurations relevant for the above applications would grant
further insight into the involved dynamics and could benefit their
improvement.
The response of individual MBs in an infinite liquid volume to an
incident US field, has been studied extensively (Prosperetti, 1984)
and is analytically described (Plesset and Prosperetti, 1977).
Moreover, some aspects of MB dynamics in a confined space can be
predicted (Oguz and Prosperetti, 1998). The non-linear response of
MBs to increasing levels of ultrasound excitation was examined by
Lauterborn (1976) employing frequency response curves. In the last
decade experimental investigations (de Jong et al., 2000) have
profited from the availability of ultra-high frame rate cameras (Chin
et al., 2003). However, capturing the small length scales and the
rapid vibrations of MBs in the MHz frequency range remains
challenging, especially when multiple bubbles are considered.
The force resulting from a spatial pressure gradient acting on a
vibrating bubble was investigated by Bjerknes (1906). This gradient
may either be created by an external source, giving rise to a primary
Bjerknes force (fB1), or caused locally by the vibrations of a
neighbouring bubble, resulting in a secondary Bjerknes force (fB2).
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The interaction of two MBs is governed by the latter force, which
according to linear theory determines mutual attraction or repulsion
depending on the difference in vibration phase (Crum, 1975). For
simplified systems where the MBs retain a spherical shape
throughout the oscillation cycle and are spaced sufficiently far apart,
the dynamics can be studied by analytical means (Mettin et al., 1997;
Oguz and Prosperetti, 1990). Most derivations assume viscous,
incompressible host liquids and adiabatically compressible bubbles
(Pelekasis et al., 2004; Doinikov, 1999; Ida, 2002). Non-spherical
oscillations of MBs in close proximity in an inviscid, incompressible
liquid were studied by Pelekasis and Tsamopoulos (1993) using
Legendre modes. Doinikov (2001) provided a model for the time
averaged force between multiple bubbles spaced at arbitrary
distances. The direction of this force depends also on the distance
between the MBs (Ida, 2002) and the excitation amplitude (Mettin et
al., 1997).
Experimental observations of fB2 are reported by Garbin (2007), who
studied the impact of close-by walls or neighbouring MBs on the
oscillation pattern of an MB. Yoshida (2011) reports the observation
of changes in direction of the relative motion of two MBs and its
dependence on their distance. Few attempts were made so far to
explore the dynamics of MBs by means of numerical modelling.
Mendez and Gonzalez-Cinca (2011) used a boundary element method
to model insonated bubble pairs in an inviscid, incompressible fluid
and Zhang et al. (2009) investigated the dynamics of a single bubble
near a rigid wall in an inviscid host liquid using boundary integrals.
To date, theoretical considerations on MB interaction are limited to
widely spaced spherical bubbles, inviscid host liquids, or averaged
dynamics without a full consideration of the physics of the
surrounding liquid flow. Experimental observations require large
efforts to allow insight into kinematics, but lack the ability to assess
important dynamic properties like pressure. We have developed a
computational framework (CF) that is capable of modelling the
transient interaction of multiple, arbitrarily positioned MBs in an
incompressible, viscous, isothermal, Newtonian liquid excited by a
transient pressure field. This framework enables the study of
configurations that are not readily accessible to theoretical models or
experimental techniques, and allows the harvesting of a wealth of
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important kinematic and dynamic information. We focus on assessing
the influence of bubble spacing, excitation pressure and confinement
on MB dynamics, especially studying their translatory behaviour.
4.2

Materials and methods

Two different sets of geometries are considered, where the MBs are
immersed in an incompressible, viscous liquid either inside a very
large sphere of radius RL, mimicking an infinite liquid envelop as
assumed in many theoretical treatments, or situated along the axis of
a rigid cylindrical tube of variable radius rt (Figure 4.1). These setups
enable the study of the effects of MB proximity, varying excitation
amplitude and of spatial confinement on MB dynamics and
kinematics.

Figure 4.1: Setups used to study the interaction of two MBs in a large liquid
envelop (left) and inside a cylindrical tube (right). aA and aB denote the MB
radii, xA and xB are the positions of the MB centres and dAB is the distance
between these centres.

A numerical solver tailored to address this problem setting was
developed in the computational platform OpenFOAM (Weller et al.,
1998; Jasak et al., 2007). The solver relies on an interface tracking
approach (Tukovic and Jasak, 2012), where the gas-liquid interface
coincides with a boundary of the mesh and hosts an adaptable
boundary condition that is updated according to the conditions in the
MB. This gas-liquid boundary is deformed until force equilibrium

Pf  Pg   0  2L S  v i

(4.1)

is reached at the interface. Here, Pf is the liquid pressure at the
interface, σ0 is the clean interface surface tension, µL is the dynamic
viscosity of the liquid and vi denotes the liquid velocity at the
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interface. The symbol κ denotes twice the local curvature of the
interface calculated by κ = -∇s · ñ, where ∇s is the surface gradient
operator defined as ∇s = ∇ - ññ·∇ with ñ being the interface unit
normal vector pointing out of the liquid domain. Pg is the pressure
inside the MB, considered homogeneous and only depending on time.
It is calculated via a polytropic law


 Vb,0 
Pg  Pg,0 
 ,
 Vb 

(4.2)

where Pg,0 is the equilibrium gas pressure, Vb,0 is the MB equilibrium
volume, Vb is the current MB volume and γ is the polytropic
exponent. This approach is able to handle non-linear bubble
vibrations leading to non-spherical shapes. Vb and the position of the
center of gravity xb of the MB are determined from the vertex
positions in the interface mesh. The index b in the equations is a
placeholder for the letter designating a specific MB, introduced later
in the text.
The liquid domain is resolved with an unstructured hexahedral mesh
covering a quarter of the actual rotationally symmetric geometry and
symmetry boundary conditions are used to account for the entire
domain. This mesh is deformed to accommodate the motion of the
bubble interface using a vertex-based dynamic mesh adaptation
method (Jasak and Tukovic, 2007) that employs Laplace point
diffusion in conjunction with tetrahedral cell decomposition (see
Section 3.3.1). This procedure, while computationally costly, allows
retaining the sharp gas-liquid interface throughout the computation.
A precisely defined, continuous interface is indispensable for an exact
determination of κ, which is needed to accurately evaluate equation
(4.1) that is dominated by the surface tension term due to large MB
curvature.
The flow of an incompressible, viscous fluid in an arbitrarily shaped
volume V bounded by a moving surface S is governed by the
conservation laws for mass and linear momentum:
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 n  v dS = 0,

(4.3)
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S

S

 P dV ,
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V

where v denotes the liquid velocity, vs is the displacement velocity of
the surface S, n is the outward pointing unit normal on S, ρL denotes
liquid density, νL = µL·ρL-1 is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid and
P is the pressure. The space conservation law (Demirdzic and Peric,
1988) defines the relationship between the rate of change of the
volume V and vs :

d
dt

 dV   n  v

V

s dS

= 0.

(4.5)

S

These governing equations are applicable to a dynamically deforming
computational mesh and use an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
formulation. The equations are discretized in space using a second
order accurate, collocated, cell-centred, unstructured finite volume
method (FVM) and the resulting algebraic system is solved using a
segregated solution procedure based on the PISO algorithm (Issa,
1986) for coupling of pressure and velocity. The transient problem is
treated in a time-marching manner with uniform time steps Δt. An
implicit second order accurate three-time-level scheme (Ferziger and
Peric, 1995) is employed for the temporal discretization.
We determine the position of the center of gravity (xb) of a bubble
and its volume Vb at every time instance from the information
extracted from the boundary mesh using

r S

S
j

xb

j

j

j
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where j is an index running through all faces of the gas-liquid
boundary, rj is the position vector for the face center of a surface
element and Sj denotes its area.
Water was taken as the liquid to host the MBs, setting dynamic
viscosity to µL = 10-3 kg·m-1·s-1 and density to ρL = 1000 kg·m-3. The
gas inside the MBs is considered to have properties similar to air,
rendering σ0 = 0.07323 kg·s-2, while the density and viscosity of the
gas are negligible and γ = 1.4 assuming adiabatic compression and
expansion. The radius of MBs used for medical purposes is of the
order of 1 µm. A transient sinusoidal pressure, varying around a
pressure baseline level of P0 = 0 Pa, is applied at the outer boundary
of the liquid envelop or the inlets of the tube, respectively. The
considered frequency fex of this external excitation ranges from 100
kHz to 5 MHz with pressure amplitudes Pex between 10 kPa and 50
kPa.
4.3

Model validation

Prior to the actual study, the numerical solver was examined in detail
with respect to its numerical stability, predictiveness and consistency.
Discretization independence studies confirm that the results reported
herein are grid and time step size independent. The numerical
stability of the solver and the consistency of the results are confirmed
by comparison of the numerical results with analytical predictions for
bubble oscillation and bubble translation, within the domain of
validity of the latter
4.3.1

Comparison to RPE

To validate our computational model, we compared results obtained
therewith to those of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation (RPE) (Plesset
and Prosperetti, 1977)

3 
2 4L a

 L  aa  a2   Pg  P 

.
2 
a
a


(4.7)
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Here, a is the bubble radius, the dots denote derivation with respect
to time and P∞ is the liquid pressure at infinity.
The RPE model describes the oscillation of a gas bubble in an infinite
volume of liquid. While the requirement of an infinite liquid envelope
is obviously not strictly implementable in grid-based numerical
models, we chose to use a liquid sphere with RL = 100 µm to host the
bubble setup. In order to prove that this choice is sufficient to achieve
an accurate solution for infinite surroundings, we compare the
acquired results to the solution attained with a setup using an even
larger liquid sphere of RL = 1000 µm.
We quantify the impact of enlarging the setup by the relative change
in a transient parameter such as bubble volume Vb or average bubble
radius ā, at a specific sampling time. This relative error is generally
defined as

 (t ) 

s1 (t )  s2 (t )
,
s2,max  s2,min

(4.8)

where s1 represents a transient parameter in the first mesh
configuration and s2 represents the same parameter in the second
configuration, while s2,max and s2,min denote the overall maximum and
minimum in the second configuration.
We find that the choice of a larger liquid sphere causes a maximum
change of close to 3% in the temporal development of the average
radius ā of the two MBs with initial radii a0,A = 1 µm and a0,B = 1.2 µm
separated by dAB = 6 µm and exposed to an oscillating pressure field
of fex = 2.8 MHz and Pex = 50 kPa. Relative to a 10 fold increase in
radius of the liquid sphere this amount of uncertainty is clearly
acceptable taking into account the computational time constraints
imposed by a large extension of the mesh size.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the numerical results and analytical
predictions of the transient radius (top) and Pb pattern (bottom) for a single
MB excited by a time-varying pressure of fex = 3.2 MHz and Pex = 50 kPa. The
patterns match very well with discernible discrepancies only in the initial
transition phase and around the extrema. The relative error in peak height for
all extrema of the radius curve and for the maxima in pressure is shown in the
respective insets.

To validate the predictiveness of the employed numerical solver we
chose a configuration with a single bubble of equilibrium radius a0 =
1.2 m excited by pressure oscillations of amplitude Pex = 50 kPa and
frequencies of 2.8 MHz or 3.2 MHz. Figure 4.2 shows a comparison
for the MB radius and the pressure at the bubble interface Pb between
the results acquired from numerical simulations and the predictions
from (4.7). The match between the patterns is very good and even
improves after an initial transition phase. The maximum relative
errors (4.8) in bubble radii are 6.3% and 4.2% for the respective
frequencies. After an initial transitional phase of 3 µs this error levels
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off to below 1.6% and 2%, respectively. The main source of error is a
small temporal offset between the numerical and the analytical
solution. Therefore we deem a comparison of peak height values
using

 PP (k ) 

s1 (k )  s2 (k )
s2,max  s2,min

(4.9)

more appropriate. Here k is the index of a peak. For the radius
comparison in both investigated cases we find
= 2.3%, which
reduces to below 1% after the first 3 µs. For the pressure, the analysis
yields
= 4.3% for a 2.8 MHz excitation which reduces to 2.3%
after the initial 3 µs, and
= 3.8% for 3.2 MHz, reducing to 1.9%
after the transition phase.
4.3.2

Comparison to force balance model

Theoretical descriptions of the interaction of two bubbles usually
focus on identifying the acting forces and working out a force balance
(Yoshida et al., 2011; Marmottant et al., 2006). The main acting
forces on bubbles driven by a transient but spatially homogeneous
ultrasound field are identified as the secondary Bjerknes force fB2, the
viscous drag force fd and the added mass force fa, where fB2 + fd + fa =
0. fB2 may be written for two compressible gas cavities inside an
incompressible liquid according to Mettin (1997) as

f B2  VB P 

L
4 d AB

V
2 B

d 2V A
dt 2

ed

(4.10)

with the unit vector ed pointing along the axis connecting the bubble
centres (CCA), and the indices A and B designating different bubbles.
The drag exerted on the bubble, which results from translatory
motion in a viscous medium may be written as

fd  6L avr
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for Reynolds numbers of the order unity. The velocity of the bubble
relative to the fluid is denoted by vr = vb – v(xb), where vb is the
absolute velocity of the bubble derived from the change of the
position xb of its centre of gravity d(xb)/dt and v(xb) is the absolute
velocity of the fluid at the position of the bubble. This quantity is
approximated by the speed of the flow created by the neighbouring
bubble at the position of the considered bubble

vxA  

aB2 aB
dbb2

ed .

(4.12)

This approach is approximately valid if the affected bubble is small in
comparison to the distance dbb from its neighbour and its own
oscillations cause only minor disturbances to the flow field. Finally,
the added mass force felt by the bubble may be written as

fa  

L d
2 dt

Vb v r .

(4.13)

This expression contains a term dvb/dt = α which represents the
acceleration of the bubble. All these force expressions assume certain
values for coefficients such as drag coefficient and the coefficient of
added mass, which depend on the flow conditions and may change
during an oscillation cycle. Further, the bubbles have to be considered
as far away from each other, static and point-like objects in order to
calculate vr analytically.
Our numerical model is based on the direct application of the basic
physical principles of mass conservation (4.3) and momentum
conservation (4.4) without relying on any assumptions as to the shape
of the bubbles, flow conditions or size of the added mass envelop. A
comparison of the numerical to the analytical results is thus expected
to yield only a qualitative agreement, with the numerical results
giving a more accurate representation of reality.
The acceleration of the MBs in the numerical results is derived from
the temporal development of the position of its centre of gravity as αn
= ̈ b , while the equivalent acceleration predicted by the analytical
model is
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α

dv b 2(f B2  fd ) Vb


v r ( x b )  v( x b ).
dt
 LVb
Vb

(4.14)

Here the instantaneous bubble volumes, average radii, radial and
translational velocities are supplied by the numerical simulation.
Figure 4.3 shows the comparison between the analytical model and
our numerical results with respect to bubble acceleration for a pair of
MBs that are 40 µm apart and two closely spaced MBs with dAB = 6
µm, both pairs being excited by a 2.8 MHz transient pressure field
with Pex = 50 kPa.
The general patterns agree for both comparisons, while locally
notable deviations become apparent, especially in the maximum
values and the appearance of an additional shoulder in acceleration of
the larger bubble B. According to our assessment, the height of the
analytically predicted peaks depends on the choice of the added mass
coefficient and drag coefficient and the appearance of the additional
shoulder in those plots scales with the absolute liquid velocity.
We stress that this comparison should be seen in the light that the
derivations of the above forces and of vr comprise various
simplifications or assumptions, several coefficients need to be chosen
according to parameter models and those coefficients, like the drag
coefficient may vary in the course of an oscillation cycle. Hence,
quantitative differences seen in Figure 4.3 point to inherent
shortcomings of the analytical model rather than to inaccuracies of
the numerical simulation.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the predicted acceleration derived from the
analytical model based on a force balance and the numerical results for a pair
of MBs positioned 40 µm apart (top) and a pair of MBs spaced at 6 µm
(bottom) in a 2.8 MHz ultrasound field at Pex = 50 kPa. A close qualitative
agreement between the patterns is observable together with reduced
numerical peak values and the appearance of additional shoulders in the
prediction for bubble B.

4.4

Results

We examine the interaction of MBs of equilibrium radius a0,A = 1 µm
(bubble A) and a0,B = 1.2 µm (bubble B) in different setups. Starting
from a situation where a pair of MBs of different size is spaced far
apart inside a large liquid envelope we investigate the impact of
excitation amplitude variations and the effect of moving the MBs
closer together. Moreover the closely spaced configuration is confined
inside rigid tubes of different diameters, and finally the number of
MBs is increased.
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4.4.1

Excitation pressure dependence

Most analytical studies consider bubbles in an unbounded space,
separated by a distance dbb substantially larger than their diameters.
Here we start similarly, to facilitate comparisons, by studying the
response of a MB pair with initial dbb = 40 µm (setup I) inside a large
spherical liquid envelope of radius RL = 100 µm. This configuration is
exposed to a sinusoidal driving pressure at three different amplitudes
settings of 10 kPa, 30 kPa and 50 kPa with fex ranging from 1 MHz to
5 MHz.
The oscillation range Δā of the MB vibration is found by drawing a
signal envelope over the transient average radius ā of each bubble
and comparing the instantaneous maximum and minimum values at
an instance when most oscillations have reached a steady amplitude
level. The plot of this parameter over a certain frequency range yields
the frequency response curve and is an indicator for the resonance
properties of a MB (Lauterborn, 1976).
The frequency response curves of the MBs in setup I for the three Pex
setting are displayed in Figure 4.4. At low Pex, the Δā pattern of each
MB shows a single maximum response peak of height Δāmax at a
maximum response frequency fΔā of 3.4 MHz for bubble A and 2.6
MHz for bubble B. The linear resonance frequency of a single MB in
an infinitely large, viscous fluid envelope can be calculated by
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where the last term on the right hand side accounts for viscous
damping (Khismatullin, 2004). Resonance frequencies of fr,A = 3.394
MHz for a MB of a0,A = 1 µm and fr,B = 2.586 MHz for a MB of a0,B =
1.2 µm are predicted by this formula, which corresponds excellently to
the low amplitude numerical results.
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Figure 4.4: Frequency dependent Δā response for two interacting MBs of a0,A
= 1 µm (left) and ao,B = 1.2 µm (right) with dbb = 40 µm (setup I) at Pex levels of
10 kPa, 30 kPa and 50 kPa. The increase in excitation pressure causes a
growth of Δāmax and a shift of fΔā to lower fex values from 3.4 MHz via 3.1 MHz
to 2.8 MHz for bubble A and from 2.6 MHz via 2.2 MHz to 2.0 MHz for bubble
B. The low frequency slope of the main peaks steepens and secondary peaks
establish at lower fex. The acquired results are underlaid with the theoretical
predictions (grey) for single MBs from the RPE, which show excellent
agreement for bubble B and offsets in Δāmax and fΔā for bubble A at higher Pex.

With increasing Pex the maximum response Δāmax grows and fΔā shift
to lower values of fex, passing from 3.4 MHz to 2.8 MHz for bubble A
and from 2.6 MHz to 2.0 MHz for bubble B. The low frequency slope
of the main peak steepens markedly with growing Pex and secondary
peaks appear close to half the maximum response frequencies. These
results are compared to Δa predictions by the RPE (4.7) for single
spherical MBs at similar settings (grey lines in Figure 4.4). We
observe a close correspondence of the prediction and the numerical
results for the larger bubble and a slight offset in peak position and
height for the smaller bubble.
4.4.2

Bubble proximity

The secondary Bjerknes force fB2 scales inversely with the square of
the distance dbb between bubbles. Marked differences in coupled MB
dynamics can thus be expected when decreasing dbb to 6 µm (setup
II). A comparison between the vibrations of the MBs in setups I & II
exposed to a sinusoidal driving pressure of Pex = 50 kPa at fex = 2.8
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MHz is depicted in Figure 4.5. The vibration amplitude of the smaller
MB is strongly reduced when the two MBs approach and moreover
their previously rather phase synchronous vibrations acquire a phase
offset.

Figure 4.5: Radius-time curves of the MB pair when separated by 40 µm
(left) and 6 µm (right) and exposed to a transient pressure of Pex = 50 kPa and
fex = 2.8 MHz. While bubble B retains its pattern and amplitude almost
unchanged, bubble A suffers a major decrease in amplitude and also acquires a
larger phase shift with respect to bubble B.

Comparing Figure 4.4 to the Δā response of the closely spaced
configuration (Figure 4.6) for fex ranging from 1 MHz to 5 MHz at the
three Pex levels reveals that the pattern of the larger bubble B remains
almost unaltered by the decrease in dbb in the monitored frequency
range. On the other hand, bubble A exhibits a low frequency peak that
is aligned with the main peak of bubble B, even in the linear Pex
regime. Its high frequency peak is considerably diminished as
compared to setup I and shifted to higher frequencies of 3.6 MHz, 3.4
MHz and 3.2 MHz at the respective Pex levels of 10 kPa, 30 kPa and
50 kPa. The frequency gap of 1.2 MHz between the two peaks seems
to remain constant during the shifts.
Similar to setup I the peaks in Δā grow and shift towards lower
frequencies with growing Pex. For bubble A the appearance of an
additional peak at the low end of the sampled frequency spectrum is
observed for increasing Pex.
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Figure 4.6: Frequency response curves for dbb = 6 µm at three Pex settings.
Bubble A (left) exposes two peaks of almost equivalent height. The low
frequency peak aligns with the main peak of bubble B and the high frequency
one is shifted to higher fex values as compared to setup I. For both MBs Δāmax
grows and fΔā decreases for increasing values of Pex. The response of the larger
bubble B shows no appreciable changes in comparison to setup I.

In addition to their individual vibrations, the MBs respond to a
transient external pressure by a translation relative to each other.
Attraction between the MBs is signalled by a negative value of their
average relative velocity, vbb = <d(dbb)/dt>, measured along the CCA,
while repulsion acquires a positive sign. The frequency dependence of
vbb (Figure 4.7, top row) shows two domains of attraction framing a
domain of repulsion. The average phase offset θ between the
oscillation patterns of bubble A and bubble B (Figure 4.7, centre row)
is determined by the relative temporal distance of their well-defined
radius minima. Bubble repulsion is correlated with phase offsets
around or above 90°.
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Figure 4.7: Frequency dependence of vbb (top row), θ (centre row) and Δā
(bottom row) for Pex = 10 kPa (left column), Pex = 30 kPa (centre column) and
Pex = 50 kPa (right column). The relative velocity shows a transition between
attraction at low fex to repulsion in the range where θ is around or above 90°
and attraction again at higher frequencies. Increasing Pex levels cause a
widening of the repulsion region, its shift towards lower frequencies and a rise
in peak relative velocities. The strongest attraction is observed in the vicinity
of the common fΔā of the two bubbles.

The assessment of vbb and θ is performed for three Pex values of 10
kPa, 30 kPa and 50 kPa. The repulsive region widens and shifts to
lower frequencies with increasing Pex thereby displacing the
transitions between attraction and repulsion from 3.1 MHz and 3.5
MHz to 2.3 MHz and 3.3 MHz. The peak values of vbb grow with
Δāmax, which increases with Pex. The low frequency attractive vbb peak
appears in the vicinity of the common fΔā of the two bubbles.
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In addition to considerations on frequency dependent average
translation, the investigation of the transient behaviour of MB pairs
at selected fex reveals interesting phenomena. A visualization similar
to streak images (Zheng et al., 2007) used for experimental MB
observation is employed. It captures the portions of CCA covered by a
MB at every time instance and encodes the normal distance of the MB
surface from the axis by brightness shading. This allows for display of
oscillation and translational in one graph while the superimposed
lines trace the position of the MB centres (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: Visualization of the assembly of a streak plot. The segment of the
CCA covered by a bubble is sampled at every time instance and shown in
brightness levels depending on the normal distance of the MB surface from the
axis (arrows). This allows conveying an impression of the size and shape of the
bubble along with its position.

A selection of streak plots acquired from setup II at Pex = 50 kPa and
different excitation frequencies (Figure 4.9) shows that the small MB
tends to move faster towards the larger MB upon attraction, but the
larger MB shows much stronger drift away from the common centre
in case of repulsion. The bubbles may also drift in the same direction
at different speeds. Finally, the direction of motion may change when
the MBs have reached a certain distance from each other. The
different translation patterns are visualized in Figure 4.10 using the
traces of the MB centres.
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Figure 4.9: Selected streak plots of two oscillating MBs at dbb = 6 µm and Pex
= 50 kPa inside a large liquid envelope (setup II). At fex = 1.2 MHz and fex = 1.8
MHz the smaller MB is attracted at higher speed than its counterpart. At 2.4
MHz the MBs remain approximately in place while at 2.8 MHz, the larger MB
drifts away from the common centre and the small MB stays almost in place.
This pattern develops at 3.4 MHz into a situation where the smaller MB is
initially drawn towards a rather static larger MB, which then starts to move
out while the smaller MB slows down its approach, leading to a switch from
overall attraction to repulsion. At 4.2 MHz the MBs attract each other again
with the small MB being drawn in faster than the large one.
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Figure 4.10: Traces of the transient positions of MB centres in setups with
dbb = 6 μm inside a large liquid envelope (setup II) exposed to Pex = 50 kPa.
The MBs transit from attraction at low fex to repulsion in the intermediate
range and back to attraction at high fex values. Non-symmetric attraction at 1.8
MHz and 4.0 MHz and non-symmetric repulsion at 2.8 MHz is visible
together with collective drift at 3.2 MHz and a change in motion direction at
3.4 MHz.

Figure 4.11: Streak plots of two identical MBs of a0 = 1.2 μm at dbb = 6 µm
exposed to a transient pressure of Pex = 50 kPa. The MBs approach each other
at about double the speed for fex = 2.8 MHz (left) compared to fex = 3.2 MHz
(right).

In a perfectly symmetric configuration comprising two MBs of a0 =
1.2 μm spaced with dbb = 6 µm in a liquid sphere of RL = 100 µm
(setup IIa) the MBs attract each other at all inspected fex settings in a
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perfectly symmetric way. Two sample streak plots of MBs inside a
large liquid envelope exposed to Pex = 50 kPa are shown in Figure
4.11. The MBs approach each other considerably faster when excited
at fex = 2.8 MHz than with fex = 3.2 MHz.
4.4.3

Impact of confinement

The influence of bubble confinement is investigated using three
setups of rigid circular cylindrical tubes of different radius rt, MB
spacing of 6 μm and Pex = 40 kPa: rt = 20 μm (setup III), rt = 7.5 μm
(setup IV) and rt = 3 μm (setup V). We assess the frequency
dependence of vbb, Δā and θ for these configurations. The domain of
repulsion moves towards lower frequencies when the tube narrows
(Figure 4.12). At the same time, the speed of repulsion and high
frequency attraction decreases, while the attraction at lower
frequencies gains in relative magnitude with its peak shifting from 1.9
MHz via 1.7 MHz to 0.7 MHz. The two frequencies of transition
between repulsion and attraction correspond closely to the fex values
where θ crosses 90°. It is remarkable that lower local peaks in θ occur
at fractions of the central frequency of repulsion. This behaviour is
particularly prominent in the narrowest tube. A gradual decrease of
fΔā for both MBs from 1.6 MHz to 1.4 MHz and finally to 0.7 MHz, as
well as a diminishing high frequency peak for bubble A are observed.
The Δā patterns of both bubbles become more similar in shape with
decreasing rt, and Δāmax decreases for both MBs.
The asymmetries in translation of the MBs, identified above for setup
II, are also observed in confinement at Pex = 40 kPa, but appear less
pronounced as can be assessed from the trace of the MB centres
(Figure 4.13). The traces show that the translation of MBs in setup IV
transits from moderate attraction at 1.0 MHz to strong attraction at
1.8 MHz and via moderate attraction at 2.4 MHz to asymmetric
repulsion at 3.2 MHz and collective drift at 3.4 MHz and back to weak
attraction at 4.0 MHz.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the frequency dependent characteristics of pairs
of MBs with a0,A = 1 µm and a0,B = 1.2 µm exposed to a transient pressure field
of Pex = 40 kPa inside a rigid tube of rt = 20 μm (left column), rt = 7.5 μm
(centre column) and rt = 3 μm (right column). Top row: With decreasing rt,
the repulsive region diminishes in strength relative to the attractive region and
both shift towards smaller fex. Middle row: θ crossing 90° reflects very
accurately the transition between repulsion and attraction. Secondary and
even a tertiary peak in θ are establishing with decreasing rt. Bottom row:
Reduction of rt results in a shift of the Δā peaks of both MBs towards lower
excitation frequencies and the high-frequency peak of bubble A almost
vanishes.
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Figure 4.13: Traces of the transient positions of MB centres with dbb = 6 μm
inside a rigid tube of rt = 7.5 µm (setup IV) exposed to Pex = 40 kPa at various
excitation frequencies. Non-symmetric phenomena are less pronounced than
for setup II but we identify non-symmetric attraction at 4.0 MHz, nonsymmetric repulsion at 3.2 MHz and collective drift at 3.4 MHz.

The steep low frequency slopes of the Δā patterns in Figure 4.12 are
an indicator for non-linear response of the MBs (Lauterborn, 1976).
The corresponding non-spherical oscillation patterns are visualized in
Figure 4.14 using a stroboscopic time series of a single MB of a0 = 1.0
µm inside a rigid tube of rt = 3 µm. An ellipsoid shape of the MB is
apparent during onset of contraction and expansion. The MB volume
varies by a factor of more than 20 during the oscillation cycle. Both
changes are dynamically accommodated by using IFT and AAM.

Figure 4.14: Time series of the oscillation of a single MB with a0 = 1.0 µm
inside a narrow tube of rt = 3 µm exposed to fex = 1 MHz and Pex = 130 kPa.
The MB becomes significantly non-spherical at the onset of contraction and
expansion. Overall the bubble size varies from ā = 0.7 µm to more than 2 µm.
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4.4.4

Multi bubble systems

The computational framework used in this study is capable of
handling an arbitrary number of bubbles. As an example, we illustrate
a case of 6 MBs lined up along the axis of a narrow tube of rt = 3 μm,
with initial bubble spacing of dbb = 6 μm. The MBs are alternatingly of
size a0,2m-1 = 1 μm and a0,2m = 1.2 μm, where m is the index
designating a MB pair. Figure 4.15 displays streak plots of those
interacting MBs when exposed to a pressure field of Pex = 65 kPa and
fex values of 1.0 MHz, 1.5 MHz and 2.0 MHz. The interaction and the
resulting translation behaviour are expectedly more complex than in
the setups with two bubbles: At 1.0 MHz the innermost MBs attract
each other and drag their left neighbour with them, while the
rightmost bubble is slightly displaced away from the scene. With
increasing fex the speed of attraction between the innermost MBs
weakens, their left neighbour remains in place and the rightmost MB
is changing direction and is dragged inward.
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Figure 4.15: Streak plots showing the vibrations and translatory motion of
six interacting MBs in a narrow rigid tube of rt = 3 μm at Pex = 65 kPa. At fex = 1
MHz (top) the innermost MBs attract each other, dragging the MB to their left
with them while the rightmost MB drifts away from the others. When
increasing fex to 1.5 MHz (centre) and 2 MHz (bottom) the central attraction
slows down, leaving the left neighbouring MB in a static position and the
rightmost MB is getting dragged inward.
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4.5

Discussion

The results presented above document the dependence of vbb on
insonation frequency, pressure amplitude and confinement inside
rigid tubes. They further illustrate changes in Δāmax and a shift of fΔā
when reducing dbb, as well as changes in θ and Δā in confinement and
upon variation of Pex. Using streak plot visualization, non-symmetric
translation phenomena and reversal of motion direction were
identified. Finally, the dynamics of a more complex setup of six
bubbles was investigated. The problem of multiple, closely spaced,
confined MBs has not been accessible to full-scale theoretical
investigations before.
In addition to verifying the numerical accuracy of our modelling
approach, we confirmed that the transient simulations are able to
reproduce the physical patterns predicted by theory (Plesset and
Prosperetti, 1977) with good long-term stability and reliability.
Moreover, the fΔā values for setup I (Figure 4.4) correspond closely to
the predicted values for individual MBs, as expected for large dbb,
where the MB dynamics should be basically decoupled. For low Pex,
the prediction was based on an analytical relation while in the nonlinear regime theoretical values are derived from the RPE. The
deviations of the Δā pattern of the smaller bubble A from the
predictions is assigned to the long-range influence of the larger
bubble B, which itself exhibits a frequency response in perfect
accordance with predictions.
A comparison between our modelling approach and the force balance
approach often employed for theoretical studies yields good
qualitative agreement for non-confined MBs. The analytical
approaches comprise several simplifications, assumptions and
empirical coefficients that may vary in the course of an oscillation
cycle. In contrast, the present computational approach employs the
complete conservation principles as described earlier, making it more
generally applicable to arbitrary setups.
The excitation pressure amplitude has a marked effect on the Δā
response (Figure 4.4) and the translatory behaviour (Figure 4.7) of a
pair of dissimilar MBs. The low frequency slopes of the peaks in the
frequency response steepen with increasing Pex in accordance with
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findings by Lauterborn (1976) and part of the excitation energy is
transferred to subharmonics (Prosperetti, 1975), resulting in
secondary low frequency peaks. A decrease of resonance frequency
for widely spaced MBs with growing Pex is observed in agreement
with literature predictions for single bubbles with clean interface
(Doinikov et al., 2009; Lauterborn, 1976). The developed CF allows
going beyond the single MB configuration, revealing a splitting of the
resonance peak of bubble A into a high and a low frequency segment
(Figure 4.6) due to the influence of a larger neighbouring MB. This
pattern shifts towards lower frequencies with increasing Pex.
When MBs move closer to each other, their resonance properties
change due to the coupling to their neighbour (Zabolotskaya, 1984;
Garbin et al., 2007). This effect is visible in Figure 4.5 which also
indicates that the dynamics of the larger MB changes considerably
less than that of the smaller MB (Allen et al., 2003). The larger MB
perceives the smaller partner as a mere particle entrained in its
oscillatory near field flow and does not seem to be significantly
disturbed by the small bubble’s vibrations. Conversely, the forced
pulsatile translation of the smaller MB due to the vibration of the
bigger MB imposes the frequency characteristics of bubble B on
bubble A, leading to the alignment of their fΔā.
This alignment promotes a strong attractive behaviour in the vbb
pattern around the common fΔā. The fex range of MB repulsion widens
with increasing Pex (Figure 4.7) and the repulsive velocities become
comparable in magnitude to the attractive velocities. The transition
between repulsion and attraction is marked by the phase shift θ
surpassing 90°, as predicted by theory (Crum, 1975). Together with
the Δā pattern, the vbb response and the θ distribution shift towards
lower fex with increasing Pex.
In confinement, the resonance frequencies (fr) of the MBs are
expected to decrease with decreasing rt (Oguz and Prosperetti, 1998)
due to the inertia of the liquid column and viscous damping at the
walls. This is reflected in the shift of Δā patterns towards lower
frequencies and the shrinking of the high-frequency peak of the
smaller bubble (Figure 4.12). This effect is accompanied by a change
in vbb patterns, where the repulsion domain and the high frequency
attraction are diminished compared to low frequency attraction. This
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occurs due to the establishment of small Δā in the high fex range,
leading to reduced liquid agitation and an increase of Δā at low fex.
Furthermore, the decrease in magnitude of vbb in narrower tubes
correlates with reduced Δāmax values. The decrease of fr in
confinement causes a change in the phase relation between an
individual MB and the external excitation, which in turn alters the
mutual MB phase shift θ. We observe a translation of the main θ peak
towards lower fex values in confinement. In accordance with the
identified correlation between the change of sign in vbb and θ crossing
90° the vbb pattern equally shifts towards lower frequencies.
Cases of non-symmetric translation upon attraction or repulsion of
two non-equal MBs or collective drift were identified in our results
(Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.13). These phenomena are
assigned to differences in drag and inertia of the MBs and do not
contradict momentum conservation due to the viscous nature of the
liquid. Non-symmetric translation of two differently sized MBs is
predicted by Oguz and Prosperetti (1990) and, according to Doinikov
(1999), the symmetry in forces and thus in motion of the two bubbles
will be broken by the dissipative processes in a viscous host liquid.
Hence, the bubble system may attain a non-zero linear momentum
and even motion of both MBs in the same direction can occur
(Pelekasis et al., 2004). In some cases we observed inversion of the
motion from attraction to repulsion. The growing coupling of the
approaching MBs influences their resonance properties, leading to an
increase of θ and eventually an inversion of transverse motion. Such
phenomena have been experimentally observed by Yoshida et al.
(2011) and theoretically predicted by Ida (2002). To the best of our
knowledge, the present computational model is the first to be able to
reproduce these phenomena.
The numerical approach provides access to all relevant kinematic and
dynamic quantities such as Vb, ā, xb, instantaneous shape of each
bubble, Pb, dbb, vbb, oscillation phase relative to the excitation, θ and
fluid forces. In advancing the state of the art compared to analytical
models valid for special cases, our computational model brings with it
significant generality and allows the study of multiple MBs of
different sizes in close proximity and in arbitrary configurations
including confinement. The modelling of linear and non-linear
oscillations as well as translatory phenomena is within the scope of
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the CF. Starting from an undisturbed system, the transient simulation
can provide insight into the initial transition phase. While this work
concentrates on rather small MBs of around 1 µm equilibrium radius
as appropriate for medical applications, there is no restriction to the
application of the developed computational framework to setups of
larger bubbles.
4.6

Conclusions

The purpose of this study was twofold: to introduce, verify and
establish a novel computational method based on FVM and interface
tracking for modelling multiple interacting MBs in a viscous host
liquid, and to employ this method to investigate the impact of
proximity, excitation amplitude and spatial confinement on
interacting MBs, focusing on their translatory motion. We studied
setups with pairs of dissimilar MBs at variable distance and inside
rigid tubes of variable radius exposed to transient excitation pressure
of variable amplitude and frequency. Non-linear characteristics such
as steepening of low frequency slopes, secondary peaks and nonspherical MB shapes are observed for increased pressure levels,
where the frequency domain of repulsion widens and becomes more
prominent. In confinement, the repulsive motion weakens relative to
attraction and the translation velocity peaks shift to lower frequencies
along with the oscillation amplitude maxima of the two MBs. A
correlation between the onset of repulsion and the vibration phase
offset surpassing 90° was found. Phenomena like non-symmetrical
relative motion, collective drift or inversion of motion direction were
identified in MB translation. Pairs of similar MBs consistently
exhibited attraction in accordance to theoretical predictions. The
ability to treat arrangements of multiple bubbles was illustrated for a
configuration hosting six MBs.
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Ultrasound-induced microbubble oscillation
and its implications for the blood-brain
barrier

Parts of this chapter are published in:
W. Wiedemair, Z. Tukovic, H. Jasak, D. Poulikakos, V. Kurtcuoglu.
On ultrasound-induced microbubble oscillation in a capillary blood
vessel and its implications for the blood-brain barrier. Physics in
Medicine and Biology 57, 1019-1045 (2012).

Abstract
Spatially selective transfer of drugs and other substances across the
blood-brain barrier can be achieved by evoking intra-capillary
microbubble vibrations using focused ultrasound. The complex
interaction between an ultrasound-driven microbubble and an
enclosing capillary microvessel is investigated by means of a coupled,
multi-domain numerical model using the finite volume formulation.
The compliant vessel structure is incorporated explicitly as a distinct
domain described by a dedicated physical model. Red blood cells
(RBCs) are taken into account as elastic solids in the blood plasma.
We report the temporal and spatial development of transmural
pressure (Ptm) and wall shear stress (WSS) at the luminal endothelial
interface, both of which are candidates for the yet unknown mediator
of blood-brain barrier disruption. The explicit introduction of RBCs
shapes the Ptm and WSS distributions and their derivatives markedly.
While the peak values of these mechanical wall parameters are not
affected considerably by the presence of RBCs, a pronounced increase
in their spatial gradients is observed compared to a configuration
with blood plasma alone. The novelty of our work lies in the explicit
treatment of the vessel wall, and in the modelling of blood as a
composite fluid, which we show to be relevant for the mechanical
processes at the endothelium.
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5.1

Introduction

The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is a functional structure at the
interface between blood and neural tissue that protects the brain from
exposure to potentially toxic substances and maintains the
homeostasis of the cerebral microenvironment. It regulates the
exchange of molecular species and inhibits the transfer of most
substances from blood to the central nervous system (CNS) (Abbott et
al., 2010). This effect arises mainly from the presence of tight
junctions (TJs) that seal the intercellular cleft between endothelial
cells of the CNS vasculature (Dejana, 2004), forming a physical
barrier that severely limits paracellular transport. The BBB inhibits
the transfer of virtually all large molecules and the vast majority of
small molecules (Dove, 2008), depending on their lipid solubility and
charge (Fenart et al., 1999). While this functionality is essential for
keeping pathogens and toxic substances away from the brain, it also
impedes the passage of most systemically administered therapeutic
substances. As a result, medications for several cerebral ailments
cannot be readily delivered (Abbott and Romero, 1996).
Microbubble (MB) enhanced focused ultrasound (FUS) application in
cerebral capillary blood vessels is crystallizing as a promising
approach for localized, transient opening of the BBB (Vykhodtseva et
al., 2008; Hynynen, 2008). This method employs pre-formed gas
MBs located inside a microvessel (MV) which respond to an incident
ultrasound field by undergoing forced volumetric oscillations that
alter the local pressure and shear conditions. A successful application
of this approach would allow for the targeted delivery of any drug as
well as other substances like nanoparticles (Liu et al., 2010; Lockman
et al., 2002) and contrast agents (Howles et al., 2010) to the CNS
with minor disturbance of the BBB’s protective function. The
transient character of this method and its reversible effects on tissue
and functionality were shown in several studies (Alonso et al., 2010;
Howles et al., 2010). A successful application of the MB enhanced
FUS treatment in small animals (Hynynen et al., 2001; Choi et al.,
2007) as well as, more recently, in non-human primates (Marquet et
al., 2011) has been reported. While various ways by which this
process, referred to as BBB disruption (BBBD), may occur have been
suggested, the exact mechanisms are yet to be fully elucidated
(Meairs and Alonso, 2007).
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Mechanical stress and strain on the endothelium caused by forced
MB oscillation is one of the main purported BBBD mechanisms.
Pathways for transport across the BBB may open in the form of
fenestrae in the endothelium, cytoplasmic channels, widening of the
intercellular clefts with disruption of TJs or damaged endothelial
areas (Sheikov et al., 2004; Meairs and Alonso, 2007). Furthermore,
an increase in the number of vesicles and vacuoles inside endothelial
cells observed in sonicated regions may augment the rate of
transcytosis (Sheikov et al., 2004; Hynynen, 2008). Shear stresses
created by bubble microstreaming may trigger a biological response
from nearby endothelial cells (Nyborg, 2001), eventually contributing
to BBBD (Collis et al., 2010; Vykhodtseva et al., 2008). All these
potential effects can be attributed fully or in part to the occurrence of
mechanical forces at the endothelium, thus warranting investigation
of the mechanical conditions in that region. The isolation and
quantification of the involved forces may allow for an identification of
cause-and-effect chains with respect to the suggested BBBD
mechanisms. This study aims at contributing to this process through
the numerical investigation of a single ultrasound driven MB in a
capillary vessel.
Microbubbles have been used for decades as ultrasound contrast
agent (UCA) for diagnostic ultrasound radiology (Stride and Saffari,
2003a), acting as scattering centres by virtue of the large difference in
density and compressibility between MB and surrounding liquid.
Generally, the same MBs are utilized in FUS driven BBBD (Kaul,
2008; Tu et al., 2009; Sponheim et al., 1993). Their small diameter of
2 - 8 μm enables the MBs to pass through narrow capillaries. A shell
encapsulation of their low-diffusivity gas filling adds to their stability
and prolongs circulation time after application. The composition and
thickness of the shell, as well as the nominal MB radius, determine
acoustic and echogenic properties. The resonance frequency, for
example, can be tuned within the MHz range (Stride, 2005).
The comportment of microbubbles when exposed to an ultrasound
field has been investigated extensively both theoretically and
experimentally for unconstrained (Plesset and Prosperetti, 1977) and
encapsulated MBs (Church, 1995; Frinking and de Jong, 1998;
Marmottant et al., 2005). Direct observation employing ultra high
speed cameras was also achieved (de Jong et al., 2000; Chin et al.,
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2003). The two general cases of stable volumetric oscillation and
inertial cavitation (IC) of the MB have to be distinguished. IC is often
associated with severe biological damage such as vessel rupture and
extravasation induced through jet formation, shockwaves and high
local temperatures generated during the MB collapse (Miller et al.,
1996; Baseri et al., 2010; McDannold et al., 2006). IC can be detected
in vivo by analysing the broadband response in the acoustic emissions
of the UCA (Tu et al., 2006; Tung et al., 2010).
For medical applications, MBs experience a confined geometry inside
small blood vessels, which impacts their dynamics significantly. The
case of unconstrained gas bubbles in rigid tubes has been studied
theoretically (Sassaroli and Hynynen, 2004) and treated by means of
a modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation (Zudin, 1992; Klotz and
Hynynen, 2010). Taking into account vessel compliance, a lumped
parameter model has been employed to investigate MB interaction
with the vessel wall (Qin and Ferrara, 2006, 2007). The effect of MB
oscillation in vessels has also been studied experimentally in gel
phantoms (Caskey et al., 2009), including direct observations with
high speed cameras (Zheng et al., 2007). An excellent review of the
topic is found in Qin et al. (2009).
Next to MB parameters, vessel confinement and liquid properties, the
acoustic parameters of the incident ultrasound field, such as
frequency (fex) and peak negative pressure (PNP), i.e. the peak
rarefaction pressure during the negative half-cycle of the ultrasound
field, define the response of the MB (McDannold et al., 2008b). The
Mechanical Index

MI 

PNP  MPa 
fex  MHz 

(5.1)

was introduced as a measure for IC threshold (Apfel and Holland,
1991) and is also well suited to characterize BBB opening (McDannold
et al., 2008a). Reported values of the threshold MI for BBBD range
from 0.25 (Baseri et al., 2010; Tung et al., 2010) to 0.46 (McDannold
et al., 2008a), while the threshold for IC ranges between 0.4 (Tung et
al., 2010) and 0.78 (McDannold et al., 2006). Consequently, IC can
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be involved in BBBD, but does not appear to be a prerequisite. Our
model applies exclusively to the stable cavitation of MBs.
The oscillation of MBs in blood vessels has to be well controlled by
means of the ultrasound parameters in order to avoid permanently
damaging the blood vessel and BBB through extravasation or
haemorrhage (McDannold et al., 2005; Hynynen et al., 2001). The
assessment of endothelial mechanical conditions for different
ultrasound configurations and MB properties may help to quantify
the impact of the choice of those parameters.
In view of the expected close correlation between mechanical stresses
acting on the endothelium and an opening of suspected BBBD
pathways, a microscale modelling approach with focus on the luminal
vessel interface is proposed. The novelty of this work lies in the
explicit incorporation of the vessel structural dynamics and its
interaction with the luminal liquid into a numerical scheme for a
coupled multi-domain system. This yields a physically comprehensive
model that grants access to relevant mechanical parameters such as
transmural pressure (Ptm) and wall shear stress (WSS) based on the
properties of the vessel, the liquid and the microbubble. Moreover,
the impact of the presence of red blood cells (RBCs) in the vicinity of
the MB on these mechanical conditions is addressed for the first time.
Our work aims to predict the transient mechanical state of a MV
during MB enhanced focused ultrasound application. Its rationale is
that knowledge of the mechanical state at the luminal endothelial
interface will be of advantage for determining an ultrasound
parameter space within which safe BBBD can take place.
5.2

Materials and methods

The microscopic system investigated in this study consists of a section
of a capillary vessel filled with blood plasma and a single microbubble
at its centre surrounded by red blood cells at either axial side of the
MB (Figure 5.1). The MB couples to an incident ultrasound field and
is forced into volumetric oscillation. The thereby induced transient
displacement of blood plasma interacting with the compliant vessel
wall and the adjacent RBCs results in microcirculations that create
local pressure variations, shear forces on the endothelium and vessel
dilation.
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The three coupled domains, namely microbubble, blood plasma as
well as vessel wall and RBCs, are described by distinct physical
models. Each domain is treated using a dedicated numerical solver
within OpenFOAM version 1.6-ext (Weller et al., 1998; Jasak et al.,
2007), an open source C++ class library for continuum mechanics
simulations.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the geometric setup. A single microbubble,
enclosed by RBCs on both sides, is located at the centre of a compliant,
cylindrical tube section representing a capillary. The MB is characterized by its
equilibrium radius a0, shell dilatation viscosity κs and elastic shell
compression modulus χ. The red blood cells (RBCs) are modelled using
density ρR and Young’s modulus ER. The liquid is described as Newtonian and
incompressible with density ρL and dynamic viscosity µL. The compliant vessel
is modelled as an elastic solid and defined by its wall density ρv, Young’s
modulus Ev and the Poisson ratio νP. A liquid-solid interface is present at the
luminal endothelium surface and the RBC surface.

5.2.1

General assumptions

We assume bulk blood flow through the capillary vessel to be
decoupled from the local microcirculation caused by the MB
oscillation: Blood propagates through capillary vessels at speeds of
the order of 1 mm·s-1 (Fischer et al., 1996; Mathura et al., 2001;
Stucker et al., 2004), while the MB surface velocity reaches values of
the order of 1 m·s-1 at ultrasound excitation frequencies in the MHz
range. MB advection with bulk blood flow is thus insignificant within
the time frame of a few MB oscillation cycles (Miao 2008).
We further assume a spatially uniform ultrasound pressure field: The
ultrasound wavelength λex is of the order of 1 mm and thus much
larger than the dimension of the region of interest surrounding the
MB (Qin and Ferrara, 2006).
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The MB is positioned at the centre of the tube and retains a spherical
shape throughout the simulation. Neglecting the asphericity due to
geometric confinement is justified by the use of small MBs and low
expansion ratios (Stride and Saffari, 2003a). This is particularly
applicable when taking into account the stabilizing effect of the
viscoelastic encapsulation that increases the microbubble stiffness
significantly (Hoff et al., 2000). Moreover, the focus of this study is
on the mechanical state of the endothelium, which is determined by
the far field flow induced by the MB oscillation. This flow is governed
by the overall volume displacement rate rather than by the exact MB
shape. Given a perfectly axisymmetric setup and not taking
translation due to radiation pressure into account, the MB will keep
its central position within the tube.
5.2.2

Computational domain

A right circular cylindrical tube of length lt = 20 μm with a lumen
radius of rt = 3 μm (Meier-Ruge et al., 1980; Bertossi et al., 1997;
Cassot et al., 2006) and wall thickness of 0.5 μm (Bertossi et al.,
1997; Hogan et al., 1986) represents the structural part of a capillary
vessel section. It encloses the liquid filled vessel lumen containing a
spherical void at its centre, which represents the microbubble (Figure
5.2). A red blood cell is positioned downstream of the MB with a pitch
of 5.7 μm, partially obstructing the vessel. The pitch is derived from
considerations about the mixing of RBCs and MBs, as well as
concentrations in solution or blood as detailed in Section 5.2.6. The
RBC adopts a coaxial parachute-like shape (Noguchi and Gompper,
2005) to squeeze through the narrow capillary tube. This divides the
computational domain in a proximal vessel compartment in the
vicinity of the MB and a distal compartment.
The three-dimensional computational domain can be reduced to a
narrow wedge by introducing boundary conditions accounting for the
cylindrical symmetry of the system. Planar symmetry with respect to
the central cross-section of the vessel is assumed. While geometrically
not exact, the significant precedence of the flow induced by the MB
over a possible cross-flow between upstream and downstream side
justifies this measure. Consequently, it is sufficient to solve the
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governing equations on a wedge domain of half of the length of the
original tube section.
We use a standard cylindrical coordinate system to specify positions
within the geometry, where r represents radial, Θ azimuthal and z
longitudinal axial location. The coordinate origin is placed in the
centre of the MB.
The solid domain (vessel wall and RBC) and the liquid domain (vessel
lumen) are resolved using two distinct hexahedral, unstructured
computational grids. The gas domain (microbubble) has a welldefined spatial configuration, within which uniform pressure Pg is
assumed. This renders the use of a mesh for spatial discretization
obsolete. Temporal discretization is performed with uniform time
steps of Δt = 2 ns.
In Section 5.3.3 the geometrical configuration is extended to host two
and, subsequently, four RBCs inside a vessel with textured walls,
resembling endothelial cell patterns. The corresponding configuration
is resolved by an unstructured, polyhedral mesh created in StarCCM+
(Melville, NY, USA) covering a quarter of the four-fold rotationally
symmetric configuration and using symmetry boundaries to account
for the whole geometry. A polyhedral mesh allows the approximation
of complicated geometrical structures like parachute shaped RBCs
without major distortions.
The displacement of the gas-liquid interface as well as the motion of
the solid-liquid interface require an adaptation of the computational
grids to retain optimal mesh quality. The internal vertices are moved
based on the prescribed motion of the boundary vertices using a
vertex-based Automatic Mesh Motion solver (Jasak and Tukovic,
2007; Tukovic, 2005). This dynamic mesh adaptation is performed
using Laplace point diffusion in conjunction with tetrahedral cell
decomposition (see Section 3.3.1), as well as topological mesh
modification (see Section 3.3.3) at runtime. In order to preserve the
temporal accuracy on the moving grid, mesh motion fluxes are
calculated in a way that satisfies the space conservation law (Farhat
and Geuzaine, 2004; Geuzaine et al., 2003).
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5.2.3

Ultrasound field

The waveform of the incident ultrasound field is prescribed and
assumed to be sinusoidal. Other patterns would be equally well
implementable. The sonication frequency was set to fex = 0.55 MHz
with a pressure amplitude Pex of 300 kPa, which corresponds to a
Mechanical Index of 0.4. The chosen example values, together with
the respective setup parameters, yield stable MB cavitation when
introduced into the Rayleigh-Plesset equation (RPE) (see Section
5.2.4) and are in the range of ultrasound parameters generally
applied for BBBD (McDannold et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2007;
Hynynen et al., 2005).

Figure 5.2: Configuration of the standard computational domain. Key
dimensions are indicated. a denotes microbubble radius.

5.2.4

Microbubble model

UCA microbubbles consist of a gas core usually encapsulated by a
shell made of human albumin, lipids or polymers (Kaul, 2008). The
filling gas is typically largely insoluble in blood and can be described
by a polytropic law (4.2) (Prosperetti, 1991). Fluorocarbons are often
used for this purpose. For most types of UCAs such as Definity TM
(Lantheus Medical Imaging, North Billerica, MA, USA), SonoVueTM
(Bracco, Milan, Italy) or SonazoidTM (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St.
Giles, UK), the microbubble equilibrium diameter is distributed
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between 1 and 10 μm, with a mean of approximately 2 - 3 μm around
which the diameter of the vast majority of the population is located
(Faez et al., 2011; Greis, 2004; Sontum, 2008; Goertz et al., 2007).
In our model, the MB is regarded as an actuator that drives the
surrounding liquid. The coupling to the incident ultrasound field and
the impact of the surrounding liquid is treated implicitly through a
modified RPE. The original RPE (5.2) (Plesset and Prosperetti, 1977)
describes the dynamics of a single, spherical bubble in an infinite
fluid.

3 
2 4L a

 L  aa  a2   Pg  P (t ) 

2 
a
a


(5.2)

Here, a is the radius of the spherical bubble as a function of time.
Dots and double dots over variables indicate, respectively, first and
second derivative with respect to time. ρL and µL designate liquid
density and dynamic viscosity, respectively, and σ is the surface
tension. Pg and P∞ are the internal gas pressure and the liquid
pressure at infinity. The right-hand side of (5.2) represents ΔP, which
is the difference between the pressure at the microbubble surface and
P ∞.
An unconstrained bubble with uniform internal pressure obeying a
polytropic gas law in an incompressible fluid and exposed to an
arbitrary, time-dependent acoustic pressure may be described by
substituting the following right-hand side into (5.2):
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Here, a0 stands for the equilibrium bubble radius, P0 and Ps are the
ambient pressure and the incident ultrasound pressure, respectively,
and γ is the polytropic exponent. Assumed values for the polytropic
exponent of the filling gas range from isothermal condition at γ = 1.0
(Stride and Saffari, 2004) to adiabatic at γ = 1.4 (Qin and Ferrara,
2006). We used a value of γ = 1.0.
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According to the work of Zudin (1992) and Klotz and Hynynen
(2010), the left-hand side of equation (5.2) can be modified to
account for the influence of the confining vessel by introducing an
effective mass, resulting in equation (5.4). To include the dynamics of
a bubble shell, the right-hand side of equation (5.3) is further adapted
according to Hoff et al. (2000), yielding equation (5.5). This model
describes the dynamics of a gas-filled bubble with a very thin
viscoelastic shell in an incompressible, Newtonian fluid. The shell
properties are assumed constant throughout the oscillation.
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Here, κs is the shell dilatation viscosity and χ its elastic compression
modulus. The assumption of a rigid tube with fixed tube radius rt is
permissible due to the highly indistensible nature of capillary vessels:
A variation in rt of the order of a few percent as observed in our
simulations was found to have no relevant impact on the transient
MB radius.
Most modern UCAs have lipid shells (Kaul, 2008), an equilibrium
diameters of 2 – 3 μm (Greis, 2004; Sontum, 2008; Faez et al., 2011)
and a shell parameter range for κs of 5 – 16 nN·s·m-1 and for χ of 0.6 –
1 N·m-1 (Goertz et al., 2007; Faez et al., 2011; Marmottant et al.,
2005). The shell parameters in this study are chosen as κs = 15
nN·s·m-1 and χ = 1 N·m-1 with a0 ranging from 2 – 3 μm.
Equations (5.4) and (5.5) may be combined to produce an ordinary
differential equation (ODE) which describes the comportment of an
encapsulated MB with a lipid monolayer coating inside a confining
tube. This ODE is solved at runtime in OpenFOAM using a 5th order
Runge-Kutta algorithm (Cash and Karp, 1990) to obtain the
instantaneous bubble radius (see Section 3.1.2). The computational
domain is modified at each time step with the above mentioned grid
adaptation algorithm to accommodate the new bubble size.
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5.2.5

Liquid domain model

Blood plasma inside the compliant vessel is modelled as a
homogeneous, single phase, isothermal, incompressible Newtonian
fluid with constant dynamic viscosity of µL = 1.5 mPa·s (Rand et al.,
1964; Lowe, 1987; Haidekker et al., 2002) and density of ρL = 1030
kg·m-3 (Hinghofer-Szalkay and Greenleaf, 1987; Lowe, 1987; Stride,
2005). The flow of liquid in an arbitrary volume V bounded by a
moving surface S is governed by the mass and linear momentum
conservation laws (4.3) (4.4) written in arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) formulation. The change of the volume V due to deformation is
accounted for in the space conservation law (4.5).
These governing equations are discretized in space using a second
order accurate cell-centred unstructured finite volume method
(FVM). The resulting algebraic system is solved using a segregated
solution procedure based on the PISO algorithm (Issa, 1986) for the
pressure-velocity coupling. The transient problem is solved in a timemarching manner along the discretized time direction with uniform
time steps of size Δt. An implicit second order accurate three-timelevel scheme (Ferziger and Peric, 1995)
n

3 n  4 o   oo
  
 t  
2t



(5.6)

is employed for the temporal discretization of all field quantities φ in
the model. Here superscripts n, o and oo indicate values at the
present time step, the past time step and the previous to past time
step, respectively. Full details on the numerical methods used can be
found in Tukovic (2005) and Tukovic and Jasak (2012).
5.2.6

Red blood cells

Red blood cells are located to either axial side of the microbubble
(Figure 5.1). RBCs and MBs show similar kinetics of circulation
(Jayaweera et al., 1994); statistical mixing of the two species can thus
be assumed. Comparing the concentration of RBCs in human blood
(McHedlishvili and Varazashvili, 1980) to commonly used
concentrations of MBs in solution (Tu et al., 2009) reveals that a
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single MB inside a typical capillary will be surrounded by some 10 2
RBCs on either side with a distance of 5 - 7 μm to the closest RBC.
Consequently, the MB under investigation will be well isolated from
other oscillating MBs in terms of fluid dynamics.
The RBCs are modelled as homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic
solids that may freely move along the tube symmetry axis. Their
density is prescribed as ρR = 1110 kg·m-3 (Grover et al., 2011; Godin et
al., 2007; Hinghofer-Szalkay and Moser, 1986). Young’s modulus ER
is assumed to be similar to that of the vessel wall, which is
considerably higher than the reported range of 20 - 40 kPa for RBCs
in the relaxed state (Zuk et al., 2011; Dulinska et al., 2006). Our
choice of the higher modulus is motivated by the fact that the
modelled RBCs are not in relaxed states, and that their radial
deformation is limited by the vessel stiffness. In addition, there is no
published data on the mechanical properties of RBC in the given
deformed state.
5.2.7

Vessel structure

The capillary endothelial layer together with the associated basal
membrane is treated as a distinct solid domain encompassing the
fluid domain. It is modelled using homogeneous, isotropic and linear
elastic material properties: density ρv of 1200 kg·m-3, Poisson’s ratio
νP of 0.45 and Young’s modulus Ev between 1 MPa and 10 MPa (Miao
et al., 2008). The rigidity of a capillary vessel is determined by the
compound of endothelium, basement membrane and the surrounding
tissue (Murphy and Johnson, 1975). Capillaries are typically almost
indistensible with distensibility



1  dD 
D0  dP 

(5.7)

of the order of 10-3 mmHg-1 (Baldwin and Gore, 1989). Here, D is the
current vessel diameter and D0 is a reference vessel diameter. The
vessel stiffness is dependent on its location within the body as well as
the age of the subject (Zieman et al., 2005) and differs in tumours
compared to healthy tissue (Qin and Ferrara, 2006).
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5.2.8

Solid domain model

The dynamic behaviour of the solid domains (vessel wall and RBCs) is
described by the momentum conservation law (5.8), written in an
incremental formulation that takes only differences between
quantities at the immediately preceding and the current time step
into account. The previous time step configuration is assigned as
reference frame for the employed updated Lagrangian formulation.
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Su

Here, u is the displacement vector, ρ is solid density and S is the
surface of a volume V. Σ is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
and F = I + (∇u)T is the deformation gradient tensor. The subscript u
indicates quantities related to the updated Lagrangian reference
configuration which is the last calculated configuration. The operator
δ() gives the increment of a variable between the old time instance to
and the new time instance tn = to + Δt.
The solid stress-strain relationship is defined by the Saint VenantKirchhoff constitutive model, which in updated Lagrangian
incremental formulation reads

δΣ u =  δu  (δu)T    tr(δu)I
1
  δu  (δu)T    δu : δu  I,
2

(5.9)

where μ and λ are Lamé's coefficients calculated from Ev and νP and
the double dot operator denotes a double inner product.
The spatial and temporal discretization of the model is performed
similar to the case of the fluid domain (see Section 5.2.5) using a
second-order cell-centred FV method in space and an implicit
second-order accurate three-time-level scheme for time. The solution
is obtained using a segregated iterative procedure (Tukovic and
Jasak, 2007; Maneeratana, 2000).
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5.2.9

Coupling of the domains

The implementation of the dynamic interaction of the three physically
distinct domains relies on the transfer of relevant quantities across
their common interfaces. A solution at the interface of one domain
will be translated into boundary conditions for the adjacent domain
and vice versa. This partitioned approach offers flexibility in the
choice of the mathematical models used to represent each individual
domain and allows for the utilization of specialized solvers.

Figure 5.3: Schematic of the overall working principle of the coupling
framework. The bubble, described by a modified RPE, acts as the driving
element for the dynamics of the system. It agitates the liquid by displacing the
bubble-liquid interface by δa. The induced microflow impacts the compliant
solid components, which is accounted for by transferring interface pressure
increment δpI and interface traction increment δtI from the liquid side across
the liquid-solid interface and incorporating them into the solid boundary
conditions. Consecutively, the position of the liquid-solid interface is changed
by the interface displacement increment δuI derived from the solid equations
and the displacement velocity vI is incorporated into the liquid boundary
conditions. This liquid-solid coupling cycle is repeated until momentum
equilibrium is reached.

The role of the MB as an explicit dynamic source is accounted for by a
one-way coupling to the liquid (Figure 5.3). A change in radius δa
derived from the modified RPE is translated into an adaptation of the
liquid mesh configuration to accommodate the new MB shape. This
geometrical alteration induces a flow which in turn affects the
adjacent solid domain.
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The interaction between liquid flow and solid dynamics is treated by
means of a two-way coupling to account for the strong mutual
influence of blood plasma and the compliant capillary vessel or RBCs
(see Section 3.2). Figure 5.3 shows that interface pressure increment
δpI and interface traction increment δtI from the liquid side are used
to determine the interface boundary conditions for the solid model.
The resulting interface displacement increment δuI is employed in
turn to deform the liquid domain by means of the mesh motion
solver. The interface displacement velocity vI is integrated into the
liquid boundary condition in the scope of the ALE formulation. This
algorithm works as a segregated iterative process where the flow
solver and the solid solver are used consecutively with the aim of
achieving momentum equilibrium at every time step of the transient
simulation.
In order to manage the very strong coupling between the two
domains, an IQN–ILS (Interface Quasi-Newton technique with
inverse Jacobian from a Least-Squares model) coupling algorithm
(Degroote et al., 2009) was introduced to obtain higher stability and
faster convergence of the solution process.
5.2.10

Boundary conditions and initial conditions

The average absolute intraluminal pressure in a capillary is
approximately 105 kPa (Qin and Ferrara, 2007), corresponding to an
average overpressure relative to the perivascular space of 2.6 kPa to 4
kPa (Eichna, 1942; Sassaroli and Hynynen, 2004). This initial
condition is put into place in a preconditioning step by inflating the
initially stress-free compliant vessel to the appropriate pressure level
of 3.3 kPa, thereby loading the configuration.
Because of the incompressible nature of the liquid, only pressure
differences are of relevance. Therefore, the extravascular pressure
level Pe, which accounts for the constant pressure exerted on the
vessel by interstitial fluid and surrounding tissue, is set to zero. This
reference renders the intraluminal pressure Pi(r,z) equivalent to the
local overpressure.
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Following the line of thought of Qin and Ferrara (2006) and
Martynov et al. (2009), we consider fixed pressure boundary
conditions at the vessel inlet and a free traction boundary condition is
applied to the outer vessel surface.
5.3

Results

We have used the described modelling framework to investigate the
flow patterns and mechanical wall conditions for our model vessel
with MBs of a0 = 1.0 μm (case 1) and a0 = 1.3 μm (case 2). The results
are compared to those of cases without RBCs and with rigid, spatially
fixed RBCs which represent limiting configurations. A gradual
extension of the vessel model by including more neighbouring RBCs
and a wall surface patterning allows for a comparison of the findings
in the basic configuration with more realistic setups. The vessel wall
stiffness is treated as a parameter to investigate its influence on
pressure and shear stress. The independence of the reported results
from spatial and temporal discretization was verified.
The transient bubble radius is derived from the modified RPE (5.4)
and (5.5). A predominantly regular and uniform oscillation pattern
emerges when the influence of the bubble shell is taken into account.
This behaviour is in accordance with Stride and Saffari (2003a).
5.3.1

Flow properties

The oscillatory flow induced by the volumetric expansion and
contraction of the MB is characterized by peak bubble surface
velocities between 0.33 m·s-1 (case 1) and 0.96 m·s-1 (cases 2).
Maximum near wall flow speeds range from 0.1 m·s-1 to 0.31 m·s-1. A
clearly visible shear layer establishes along the vessel wall starting at
some distance from the MB (Figure 5.4). Comparison to a setup
without RBC reveals that the velocity field is almost undisturbed by
the presence of the RBC during the MB expansion and contraction
phases. The impact of the RBC becomes apparent during the
transition between expansion and contraction phases, when the flow
is reversed and the RBC’s inertia delays the process (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4: Flow pattern for case 2 during MB expansion. Flow velocities are
highest at the bubble surface and show a rapid drop in radial direction as a
consequence of the three-dimensional nature of the setup. The flow is laminar
and a shear flow layer near the wall is clearly visible. The colouring of the
velocity vectors serves to illustrate their affiliation with the different cutting
planes.

The RBCs are free to move in axial direction. Their displacement
amplitudes are 0.08 μm (case 1) and 0.18 μm (case 2). These small
values are conceivable despite the relatively high velocities, as the
very small time scale of oscillation renders the overall fluid flux small.
The intraluminal pressure level Pi as defined in Section 5.2.10 varies
between -2 kPa and 8.3 kPa (case 1), and -17.5 kPa and 17.2 kPa (case
2). The pressure distribution induced by the MB is mostly unaffected
by the presence of the RBC, with the exception of the phases where
the MB is close to its maximum and minimum radius, respectively, as
can be seen by comparison to a case without RBC (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Pressure (upper vessel section) and velocity distribution (lower
vessel section) for case 1 (left column) and the respective configuration
without RBC (right column). The top row compares conditions during the
expansion phase, where the presence of the RBC has little impact on the
pressure distribution and almost no impact on the flow field. The bottom row
depicts the same comparison at the onset of the contraction phase when the
flow is reversed. Here, the flow field is significantly altered due to the inertia of
the RBC and the pressure distribution is less homogeneous than without RBC.

While the flow pattern is orderly throughout the better part of the
oscillation cycle, a temporary splitting of flow into two branches may
be observed in the early phase of the rapid microbubble contraction
(Figure 5.6). The splitting line separating the two jets is generated
close to the rim of the RBC and moves towards the distal region with
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time. This effect leads to retarded reflux of blood plasma from the
distal compartment towards the contracting MB.
Similarly, a converging flow pattern is found in the vicinity of the RBC
in the early expansion phase of the MB. Both effects become apparent
in the patterns of the wall shear stress (Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8) and its
spatial derivative (Figure 5.9). They are equally observed in case 2 as
well as in the configurations with fixed and rigid RBC.

Figure 5.6: Consecutive stages of the flow splitting in the passage between
the rim of the RBC (grey area at the bottom) and the vessel wall (grey area at
the top) during the initial phase of microbubble contraction in case 1. The
graphs on top of the respective plots show the current radius configuration
using a phase point on the radius-time curve derived from the modified RPE.
This behaviour is observed in all investigated cases with mobile as well as fixed
RBCs.

5.3.2

Endothelial interface conditions

The mechanical conditions at the luminal endothelial surface are the
focus of this study, since they are suspected to play a key role in
BBBD. The current position of this interface is given by r = RI(z). Two
quantities are of particular interest: the transmural pressure,

Ptm  z   Pi  RI , z   Pe

,

(5.10)

defined as the difference between the pressure at the luminal wall
interface Pi(RI,z) and the pressure in the perivascular space outside
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the capillary Pe (see Section 5.2.10), and WSS which is calculated for
each interface element as

WSS   L

dv||
dn

.

(5.11)

r  RI

Here v|| is the component of liquid velocity parallel to the wall and n
is the direction normal to the vessel wall pointing into the vessel
lumen. While, in general, WSS is a vector in the tangential plane of
the considered wall element, it reduces here to a scalar quantity due
to the axial symmetry of the considered setup.
Ptm and WSS were recorded at each time step of the transient
simulation along the length of the vessel section; the cylindrical
symmetry renders them independent of the azimuthal angle. Figure
5.7 shows transmural pressure and WSS distributions at four
representative instances during the expansion and contraction phases
of the MB for case 1. It is remarkable that a kink in the Ptm
distribution appears during the initial phases of MB contraction and
expansion. At the same time, strong gradients in the WSS field are
observed at roughly the same locations. WSS changes sign in those
situations, which is an indicator for flow splitting (positive gradient)
or converging flow (negative gradient). Flow splitting is characterized
by negative proximal WSS values, indicating flow in negative zdirection, while more distal regions carry the opposite sign.
A more complete impression of the transient process can be gained by
plotting the distribution of Ptm and WSS along the length of the vessel
section over time using contour plots (Figure 5.8). The resulting
pattern represents the temporal development of the distribution of a
mechanical parameter along the vessel wall. The location of the RBC
along the vessel axis is indicated by dashed lines.
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Figure 5.7: Data for case 1: Transmural pressure (top) and WSS distribution
(bottom) along the vessel wall in axial direction starting at the location closest
to the microbubble centre (z = 0) for four instances in time representative of
the MB expansion and contraction phases. The MB radii at those times are
visualized in the inset and the respective markers are used in the figures for
Ptm and WSS. Values are independent of the azimuthal angle due to the
cylindrical symmetry of the setup. The axial location of the RBC is indicated by
the dashed vertical lines. The strongest disturbances are observed during the
onset of expansion (circles) and contraction (triangles) in the vicinity of the
RBC.
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Figure 5.8: Mechanical conditions at the vessel interface with Ev = 8 MPa for
case 1 (left column) compared to the respective configuration without RBC
(right column). Temporal development of the transmural pressure (top) and
WSS (bottom) along the vessel wall in axial direction is displayed, where the
patterns are almost identically repetitive in time. Dashed lines mark the
projected location of the RBC. A slight buckle in the pressure pattern and a
considerable disturbance in the spatial WSS pattern are observed in the
vicinity of the RBC. The white arrows highlight a state of flow splitting near
the RBC in the MB contraction phase, where one portion of the liquid has
negative axial velocity components and the more distal portion has positive
components. The corresponding WSS thus has different signs. Similarly, the
opposite state of a converging flow is highlighted with shaded arrows.

For case 1, the patterns repeat in time owing to the regular and rather
uniform radius function derived from (5.4) and (5.5) for the chosen
settings. The pressure distribution looks very similar to the pattern
without RBC, but shows a small shift towards higher time values in
the central RBC region. This corresponds to the appearance of a kink
in the Ptm patterns identified in Figure 5.7. Increased spatial Ptm
gradients (gPtm) in axial direction may be expected at these locations.
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Figure 5.9: Spatial surface derivatives of wall parameters at Ev = 8 MPa. gPtm
(left column) and gWSS (right column) are displayed for case 1 (middle row),
the respective configuration without RBC (top row), and the configuration
with rigid and fixed RBC (bottom row). For the case without RBC, the spatial
WSS gradient is rather uniform, while pronounced positive and negative peaks
occur in the presence of a RBC. The spatial Ptm gradient gradually increases
towards the inlet for a setup without RBC, while it again shows pronounced
peaks in the vicinity of RBCs. It is remarkable that for both parameters the
highest values and the spatially most compact peaks are attained in the setup
with a flexible, mobile RBC.
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The WSS patterns are significantly disturbed by the presence of the
RBC. At certain instances, the shear stress changes sign, which
indicates either a state of flow splitting or of converging flow. These
flow configurations lead to substantial spatial WSS surface gradients
(gWSS). The location of the splitting line or merging line between the
two jets corresponds approximately to the position of the zero WSS
region separating the WSS extrema. Figure 5.9 shows the
corresponding gWSS distribution and reveals that the splitting line
position exhibits peak gradient readings. WSS vanishes at the zero
axial location, because planar symmetry only permits radial flow
there. The maximum absolute WSS values gathered are remarkably
high, ranging up to 0.42 kPa, which is about two orders of magnitude
above physiological values of 2-10 Pa (Reneman et al., 2006).

Figure 5.10: Data for case 2 with Ev = 8 MPa showing temporal development
of the transmural pressure (left) and WSS (right) distribution along the vessel
wall. The dashed lines indicate the location of the RBC. The patterns including
the flow splitting (highlighted by the white arrow) and converging flow regions
(highlighted by the hatched arrow) match basically those of case 1 but show a
significant increase in absolute values.

The appearance of localized peaks of spatial surface gradients seems
to be an intriguing feature of a configuration containing RBCs. A
comparison of the spatial gradients for Ptm and WSS of case 1 with the
corresponding cases without RBC and with a rigid and fixed RBC is
shown in Figure 5.9. The configuration without RBC demonstrates a
rather homogeneous variation of gWSS while there are localized
positive and negative peaks visible in the presence of the RBC. The
case with mobile and flexible RBC shows a more compact peak
pattern with notably higher values. With respect to gPtm, a
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monotonous characteristic is visible for the case without RBC, while
localized peaks appear in the presence of RBCs. Again, the region of
peak values is more compact in case of a mobile and flexible RBC and
the absolute values are notably higher. Thus, while the introduction of
a mobile and flexible RBC has small to moderate impact on the Ptm
and WSS patterns, it seems to alter the gradient patterns markedly.

Figure 5.11: Comparison of the peak absolute values for Ptm and WSS as well
as of their spatial derivatives in case 1 and case 2 with Ev = 8 MPa for the
configuration without RBC (noRBC), the standard configuration with mobile
and flexible RBC (mfRBC) and the configuration with fixed and rigid RBC
(frRBC). It is remarkable that the Ptm and WSS readings are highest for the
setup without RBC and lowest for the setup with stationary RBC. Conversely,
the highest gPtm and gWSS values are found for the configuration with mobile
and flexible RBC.

Figure 5.10 shows the transient pressure and WSS patterns for case 2,
which features a 30% larger microbubble equilibrium radius
compared to case 1. Oscillations are again regular, resulting in very
similar mechanical patterns involving the same features such as a
kink in the pressure distribution and a disturbance of the WSS field
due to the presence of the RBC. States of flow splitting and
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converging flow in the vicinity of the RBC can also be identified.
However, the maximum values for Ptm and WSS are considerably
higher than in case 1. The same is true for their spatial derivatives.
The peak absolute values for Ptm and WSS as well as for their spatial
gradients are compared in Figure 5.11 and contrasted with results for
the setup without RBC and with a rigid and fixed RBC. It is
remarkable that the pressure readings are highest for the setup
without RBC and lowest for the setup with stationary RBC. The peak
spatial gradients in the setup with a flexible and mobile RBC clearly
surpass the values for the other configurations, which is also visible in
Figure 5.9.
5.3.3

Setup extensions

The employment of a single downstream RBC allows for the
assessment of important fundamental features in the microflow
created by the MB oscillation and the resulting stresses on the tissue.
Extended mesh configurations comprising both neighbouring RBCs
allow an assessment of the upstream flow, Ptm and WSS. Figure 5.12
displays the transient Ptm and WSS patterns caused by the oscillation
of a MB excited with fex = 550 kHz and Pex = 400 kPa. The
downstream (right) sides of the plots are in excellent qualitative
agreement with Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.10, while the kink in Ptm at
the RBC location is missing on the upstream side. WSS shows an
inverse sign on the upstream side and the knee in the vicinity of the
RBC rim, where the maximum WSS is located, appears at greater
distance from the central MB location.
A snapshot of that configuration at t = 5.44 µs showing WSS at the
vessel wall and flow visualization using streamlines that are coloured
according to local overpressure is displayed in Figure 5.13. The
instantaneous Ptm distribution may be inferred from the streamline
colour at the vessel interface and shows a high pressure region close
to the MB. WSS varies strongly in the vicinity of the downstream RBC
where it also shows a maximum. The data rows corresponding to t =
5.44 µs in Figure 5.12 are marked by a dash-dotted line.
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Figure 5.12: Ptm (top) and WSS (bottom) for an extended configuration
featuring an upstream and a downstream RBC (located between the dashed
lines) and a MB of a0 = 1 µm excited by an ultrasound field of fex = 550 kPa and
Pex = 400 kPa. The MB is located at the centre, framed by the two RBCs. The
Ptm pattern shows an asymmetry by lacking the characteristic kink at the
location of the upstream RBC. WSS patterns on both sides of the MB have
opposite sign but also show dissimilar magnitude and a shift of the knee in the
vicinity of the RBC rim, which is located further away from the MB on the
upstream side.
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Figure 5.13: 3D snapshot of a setup comprising an upstream and a
downstream RBC at t = 5.44 µs, displaying WSS at the tissue interface and
streamlines coloured for local overpressure. The MB is excited by a transient
pressure of fex = 550 kPa and Pex = 400 kPa. At the captured instance, the
region surrounding the MB is experiencing a pressure maximum and WSS
shows strong spatial gradients in the vicinity of the downstream RBC.

In order to reduce the influence of the conditions imposed at the
vessel inlets on the flow close to the MB, the next nearest RBCs are
also considered. A snapshot of the configuration displaying WSS
(Figure 5.14, top) reveals that the major stresses at the walls are
confined to the immediate neighbourhood of the MB, limited by the
proximal RBCs. A similar comportment is found for Ptm. The
streamlines, emerging from the vessel wall and the RBCs show the
deformation of the wall and the motility of the RBCs.
Real MVs are composed of endothelial cells which have a bulge at the
location of the cell’s nucleus and connect to neighbouring cells
through junctions which form indentations at the cell perimeter. This
texture of the vessel wall was integrated into the geometry in order to
study local deviations from the previously rotationally symmetric
distributions of WSS and Ptm. Figure 5.14 compares two otherwise
identical configurations with and without cell texturing at t = 5.67 µs.
A local increase in WSS is visible at the cell nucleus bulge close to the
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first downstream RBC while the stresses diminish at the cell-cell
junctions.

Figure 5.14: Comparison of WSS in a non-textured and a textured
microvessel containing 4 mobile RBCs. Both snapshots were taken at t = 5.67
µs, during MB oscillation with Pex = 300 kPa, fex = 550 kHz. The cell texturing
causes a local increase of WSS at the cell nucleus bulge and a decrease at the
cell-cell junction indentations.

5.3.4

Variation of vessel rigidity

The rigidity of individual capillary vessels may vary significantly and
is only known by order of magnitude. We have thus treated the
Young’s modulus of the solid domain as a parameter and checked for
its impact on the transmural pressure and shear stress conditions.
Values of 4 MPa to 9 MPa were used in otherwise identical case
setups with Pex = 300 kPa and fex = 550 kHz, and the maximum
occurring overall WSS and Ptm values were compared for case 1 as
shown in Figure 5.15. The relative increase due to the variation in
Young’s modulus is monitored: a doubling of Ev leads to an increase
of roughly 65% in peak absolute WSS and a 40% augmentation of
peak absolute Ptm.
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Figure 5.15: Variation of overall peak transmural pressure (solid line) and
peak WSS (dashed line) as a function of Young's modulus of the vessel wall for
case 1. While maximum WSS increases by around 65% when Young’s modulus
is doubled, the maximum transmural pressure increases by approximately
40%.

An increase of the vessel rigidity not only causes a change in absolute
values of Ptm and WSS, but also alters their patterns. Comparing the
results for Ev of 4 MPa and 9 MPa, a shift in the temporal occurrence
of the Ptm peak can be seen (Figure 5.16). This observation also holds
for the WSS pattern in the distal compartment, where regions of
similar WSS seem to become almost disconnected in the more
compliant vessel. The more flexible configuration at Ev = 4 MPa
appears to delay the onset of peak Ptm and peak distal WSS. The slight
kink in the pressure distribution caused by the presence of the RBC
appears more pronounced in the more compliant vessel. A shift of the
peak WSS values from the vicinity of the proximal rim of the RBC at
Ev = 4 MPa to the more distal position is observed.
5.3.5

Vessel dilation

In all investigated setups, the maximum displacement of the vessel
wall is of the order of 1 – 1.7 % of the initial vessel radius. Maximum
dilation values are observed in the proximal vessel region. As the
dilation is directly related to the values of transmural pressure, this
comportment is expected with view of the distribution of transmural
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pressure (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.10). Taking into account Ptm and the
acquired dilation, we computed the corresponding average
distensibility values using (5.7). The results scale with the Young’s
modulus of the vessel. The distensibilities amount to 1.05∙10-4
(mmHg)-1 for Ev = 8 MPa, 1.35∙10-4 (mmHg)-1 for Ev = 6 MPa and
2.1∙10-4 (mmHg)-1 for Ev = 4 MPa.

Figure 5.16: Comparison of Ptm (top) and WSS (bottom) patterns for vessels
with different stiffness. With Ev = 4 MPa (left column), the Ptm distribution
and the distal WSS patterns are shifted towards later time points compared to
a vessel with Ev = 9 MPa (right column). In the more compliant vessel, the
WSS regions appear to become more disjunct and the kink in the pressure
distribution is more pronounced.

5.4

Discussion

Our investigations imply that RBCs play an important role in shaping
the mechanical conditions induced by intravascular MB oscillations.
RBCs impact the local distribution as well as spatial gradients of
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transmural pressure and WSS. We observe WSS values significantly
above physiological levels and an increase of mechanical stress and
pressure readings at the endothelium with increasing vessel rigidity.
5.4.1

Transmural pressure and dilation

The transmural pressure, i.e. the pressure difference between the
lumen-endothelium interface and the perivascular space, creates
normal forces on the vessel structure. It is an important characteristic
quantity of the mechanical state of a vessel causing dilation and,
consequently, the straining of the endothelial membrane. TJs
bridging the intercellular clefts, may be weakened, partially
compromised or even completely disintegrated under such strains.
This would cause the opening of paracellular pathways and ultimately
enhance BBB permeability. After reestablishment of physiological
conditions, a reformation of TJs may take place in less than 24h
(Gonzalez-Mariscal et al., 1985).
Ptm values that surpass a certain threshold will lead to straining
beyond levels sustainable by the vessel structure, resulting in breach
of vessel integrity. The examination of the temporal development of
transmural pressure and its gradients may offer insight into the
dynamic loading of the vessel during ultrasound induced stable MB
cavitation and aid in establishing safe margins for FUS induced
BBBD.
The Ptm distribution is generally monotonous in z direction with
highest absolute values close to the MB. This causes a maximum
absolute dilation of the vessel with accompanying peak strain values
at the location of the MB. Deviations from that pattern are found in
the vicinity of the RBC (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.10). The kink in the
pressure patterns leads to a highly localized peak in gPtm (Figure 5.9),
which causes high strain gradients in the vessel structure in the
vicinity of the RBC.
Maximum transmural pressure values of up to 8.1 kPa (case 1) and
17.8 kPa (case 2) (60.7 mmHg and 133 mmHg, respectively) were
found. Interestingly, these values do not depend strongly on whether
and in which form RBCs are included in the simulations, and they are
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slightly higher for a configuration without RBCs. This is due to
partially impeded reflux of fluid from the inlet towards the bubble in
the presence of the RBC. The channel between the RBC and the vessel
wall acts as a contracting-expanding nozzle that imposes an adverse
pressure gradient onto the reflux. To compensate for the insufficient
reflux in the MB contraction phase, the vessel contracts more in the
proximal region in the case of a rigid RBC. This leads to lower stress
levels in the vessel structure and, consequently, to less pressure on
the fluid. While this effect is also present in the configuration with a
flexible and mobile RBC, it can partly be compensated by shifting the
RBC with the flow and thus increasing the pressure in the proximal
region.
In contrast, the gradient values and patterns of Ptm show a
remarkable dependence on the chosen RBC model. They reach up to
2.43 kPa·μm-1 (case 1) and 9.8 kPa·μm-1 (case 2). These gradients lead
to strong local variations in dilation and, consequently, in strain along
the endothelium. This imbalance in load along the cell membranes or
across cell-cell junctions could play a role in BBBD.
We observe peak vessel dilation of 1 – 1.7 % of the initial vessel
diameter. This translates to average capillary distensibilities of
1.05∙10-4 (mmHg) -1 to 2.1∙10-4 (mmHg) -1 for the range of Ev values
addressed, which corresponds to mostly indistensible structures.
Reported values of capillary distensibility are in the range of 7 - 19∙104 (mmHg)-1 in the relevant pressure range (Baldwin and Gore, 1989).
Considering the simple linear elastic model employed in our study,
this compares well to our reported values, but indicates that our
model vessel is slightly too rigid.
5.4.2

Wall shear stress

The endothelium is exposed to longitudinal forces resulting from flow
shearing at the vessel wall. Peak WSS values reach up to 0.47 kPa
(case 1) and 2.0 kPa (case 2), which is substantially above the
physiological regime of 2 - 10 Pa (Reneman et al., 2006). This is due
to peak flow speeds that are roughly three orders of magnitude higher
than under physiological conditions. These values do not depend
strongly on the presence of RBCs or their modelling, but their
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gradients are affected markedly by the model choice. The retrieved
WSS values are of the same order of magnitude as those reported
based on bubble microstreaming models by Wu (2002) and Forbes et
al. (2008) of up to 10 kPa and 17 kPa, respectively. The WSS values
reported by Vos et al. (2011) at 25 - 300 kPa are considerably higher,
which can be explained by their setup in which the microbubble
touches the wall.
Local variations in WSS result in a straining of the vessel and of the
TJs that connect the endothelial cells. This strain may cause partial or
complete failure of the TJs and lead to an opening of the BBB. The
observed spatial gradients in WSS (Figure 5.9) are largest in the
vicinity of the RBCs owing to the disturbance in WSS patterns
introduced by the RBC (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.10, Figure 5.13 and
Figure 5.14). These high shear gradients occur due to flow between
the inner vessel wall and the RBC that acts like a moving piston. The
nozzle shape of the gap causes deceleration of the fluid, adding to the
WSS gradient. Visible effects of these processes are the reported
patterns of flow splitting and converging flow.
The high gWSS values expose the endothelial cells and their TJs to
rapidly varying parallel straining forces, stretching or compressing
the interface in longitudinal direction. The occurrence of those forces
in a confined region close to the erythrocytes underlines the
importance of RBCs during microbubble oscillation for BBBD. The
peak gWSS values are found next to the RBC’s location, reaching up
to 0.79 kPa·μm-1 (case 1) and 2.8 kPa·μm-1 (case 2). They are caused
by the characteristics of the flow around the RBC, which is governed
by the motion of the RBC driven by pressure gradients.
Whether the herein reported force fluctuations are likely to inflict
damage to the endothelium needs to be assessed via experiments.
There are indications that endothelial cells may be able to endure
such elevated stresses for a limited amount of time: While, to our
knowledge, no data on the structural integrity of the capillary
endothelium exists, studies by Leverett et al. (1972) on RBCs and
Tillmann et al. (1984) on RBCs and platelets show that these cells can
sustain shear stress above 1 kPa for an exposure time of more than
100 μs and even higher values for shorter durations.
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Finally, fluid shear stress at the endothelium is also known to
influence vasoregulation, endothelial cell morphology and function,
and even vessel remodelling (Mazzag et al., 2003). However,
endothelial cells are most likely not capable of sensing and
responding to high frequency flows such as those caused by FUS
induced microbubble oscillation (Barakat, 2001).
5.4.3

Microbubble model validation

The microbubble motion is prescribed by a modified RPE (5.4) (5.5)
that takes into account the influence of confinement inside the vessel
as well as the effects of an encapsulating MB shell. This approach
limits the MB shape to a spherical form. As pointed out by Qin and
Ferrara (2006), the dynamics of a MB in a vessel with diameter more
than ten times larger than the MB diameter are well described by the
unconstrained RPE. The introduced extensions of the RPE allow for a
further reduction of this limit.
In our simulations, the local maximum variation in pressure across
the MB surface reaches up to 1.1 kPa. This is small compared to the
absolute intraluminal pressure, which is of the order of 100 kPa.
Furthermore, the shell increases the microbubble stiffness
considerably (Hoff et al., 2000) and limits aspheric motion.
Consequently, a significant deformation of the MB at the given
moderate expansion ratios is not expected.
Finally, the central topic of the study at hand is the mechanical
condition at the vessel wall, which is defined by the far-field flow
rather than the state at the MB surface. Far-field conditions are
determined predominantly by the overall volume displacement rate of
the MB rather than by its shape, assuming that no MB fragmentation
occurs. Fragmentation can lead to substantial forces at the
endothelium through shock-wave generation and jet formation
(Postema et al., 2004), which is not considered in this work.
5.4.4

RBC modelling

The results show a significant influence of the presence of flexible,
mobile RBCs on the flow patterns and, consequently, on the
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mechanical conditions at the vessel wall. While the presence of blood
cells may not influence microbubble dynamics significantly (Stride
and Saffari, 2004), it shows a marked effect on the induced fluid
dynamics, substantially disturbing the Ptm and WSS patterns
compared to a configuration without RBCs (Figure 5.8).
To our knowledge, this is the first time that the influence of RBCs is
taken into account in the context of MB enhanced BBBD. RBCs are
modelled as elastic, axially mobile parachute shaped solids. This
treatment respects all degrees of freedom of the RBC under the
restriction of an axisymmetric system. However, it does not consider
friction forces that may arise due to contact between RBC and the
endothelial surface layer (see Section 5.4.5). This effect could reduce
RBC displacement and with it the shear forces generated by the flow
between RBC and vessel wall.
We modelled the RBCs as elastic solids with the same Young’s
modulus as that of the vessel. While clearly lower values of Young’s
modulus and more complex constitutive models have been reported
for RBCs in their relaxed state, there is no published quantitative data
on the comportment of RBCs in the here relevant deformed state. We
justify the matching of moduli between vessel and RBC as follows:
Radial deformation of the RBC is limited by the stiffness of the vessel,
while global axial deformation will be limited by the translational
degree of freedom. Local deformations that may also lead to surface
waves on the RBCs would clearly be influenced by a lower modulus,
but we do not expect these to have any significance on the mechanical
state of the vessel.
5.4.5

Endothelial surface layer

The luminal endothelium surface is covered by a layer of membranebound macromolecules forming a gel-like structure of approximately
0.5 μm thickness referred to as glycocalyx (Pries et al., 2000). It is
conceivable that the glycocalyx will have a marked effect on pressure
and shear conditions acting on the endothelium of capillaries,
especially in the area between RBC and vessel wall. The glycocalyx in
contact with erythrocytes may possibly inhibit flow past the RBCs to a
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large extent. This would render the shear and pressure conditions
uniquely dependent on the displacement and deformation of the RBC.
The rim of the RBC slides along the glycocalyx during motion but may
not penetrate into this layer (Vink and Duling, 1996). During MB
induced motion, RBCs are subjected to displacement velocities that
are up to three orders of magnitude higher than under physiological
conditions. In addition, they experience backward motion. Under
these conditions, RBCs may experience significantly higher resistance
caused by the friction with the glycocalyx compared to physiologic
conditions, which may limit axial RBC mobility or increase shear
forces on the EC layer due to a direct mechanical coupling with the
RBC through the glycocalyx.
To our knowledge, the interaction of the glycocalyx with oscillating
MBs in capillaries has not been investigated yet, and only limited data
exists that would allow for accurate modelling of this system. We have
neglected this interaction in the model at hand, but do note that the
effect of the glycocalyx should be revisited upon availability of
relevant quantitative experimental data.
5.5

Conclusions

A spatially selective opening of the BBB may be attained by means of
microbubble enhanced focused ultrasound application. Assuming a
predominantly mechanical BBBD pathway, two prominent actors in
this process were identified: wall shear stress and transmural
pressure. Both parameters impose straining forces on the endothelial
cells and their TJs. Partial or full disintegration of TJs is a purported
pathway for BBBD.
At the length scales considered, blood can no longer be regarded as a
homogeneous fluid, but should be seen as a solution containing
various quasi-solid constituents. The appearance of remarkable
features in the WSS and Ptm distribution and specifically the highly
localized peaks in their spatial gradients in the vicinity of those
constituents, represented here by RBCs as their most abundant type,
underlines the necessity of taking their presence into account.
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Our numerical results indicate the occurrence of substantially
increased pressure levels at the endothelium and shear stresses of two
to three orders of magnitude above physiological values during MB
oscillation. Further investigations will be necessary to assess whether
these pressure and shear stress distributions could be responsible for
BBBD.
A correlation of mechanical conditions derived from simulation with
the experimental assessment of BBBD under similar conditions could
help identify critical physical features in the process and aid in the
establishment of a parameter space within which safe BBBD can take
place. The intention of our research was to develop a tool that can
complement experimental studies to gain a more complete picture of
the process of microbubble enhanced and focused ultrasound induced
BBBD.
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Abstract
Microbubbles (MBs) with viscoelastic encapsulation are used in a
wide range of medical ultrasound applications. The viscoelastic
properties of the shell layer vary with the surface area and straining
beyond a maximum surface tension will lead to an irreversible
rupture. This event causes an abrupt change in MB dynamics. We
present a computational framework combining fluid-structure
coupling and interface tracking to model the vibration and breakup of
an encapsulated ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) microbubble. The
UCA is situated inside a flexible capillary blood vessel, optionally
containing red blood cells (RBCs) and featuring a wall texture
resembling endothelial cell morphology. The changes in mechanical
stresses at the endothelium resulting from a bubble breakup are
studied. We find a substantial elevation in wall shear stress but no
appreciable rise in peak transmural pressure levels. The motile RBCs
cause a local decrease in transmural pressure in their vicinity,
establish a plug-like flow regime and limit pressure wave
propagation. The texturing of the endothelium causes local variations
in wall shear stress.
6.1

Introduction

Encapsulated microbubbles (MBs) with a viscoelastic shell are used
as systemic contrast enhancing agents in medical ultrasound (US)
radiology (Quaia, 2007). They act as scattering centres for impinging
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ultrasound waves due to the difference in acoustic impedance
between gas content and blood. These ultrasound contrast agents
(UCAs) exhibit echogenic characteristics according to their shell
properties and size, which is typically in the range of 1-10 µm (Stride
and Saffari, 2003a). More recently, the same UCAs in combination
with focused ultrasound (FUS) have been employed for the systemic
transport and targeted delivery of medication to specific tissues or
locations in the body (Ferrara et al., 2007; Hernot and Klibanov,
2008). Insonated UCAs are also used to trigger an enhancement of
the local permeability of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) (Abbott et al.,
2010) for drug transfer (Abbott and Romero, 1996; Hynynen, 2008;
Vykhodtseva et al., 2008) and are employed in a range of other
therapeutic applications (Unger et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006).
The encapsulation of UCAs may be composed of lipid monolayers,
polymers or proteins (Kaul, 2008; Sboros, 2008) and serves to
stabilize the MBs against dissolution and coalescence. The
viscoelastic properties of the shell determine the stability and the
response to excitation by an US field with typical resonance
frequencies in the MHz range. Depending on the excitation pressure
amplitude, the shell characteristics, liquid properties and geometrical
setting, the MB will oscillate in an either stable or inertial way
(Neppiras, 1980).
Inertial cavitation (IC) is triggered by high ultrasonic pressure
amplitudes and amounts to rapid collapse of the MB. It can create
phenomena like jet formation, shockwaves, local temperature
increase and in specific cases even flashes of light in a process called
sonoluminescence (Deelman et al., 2010). The processes
accompanying IC can infer severe damage to nearby solid surfaces
(De Jong et al., 2007) and tissue (Miller et al., 1996; Sboros, 2008)
but also play a role in lithotripsy (Versluis, 2010) and thrombolysis
(Porter and Xie, 2001).
The continuous linear or non-linear volumetric oscillation of a MB
about its equilibrium size is termed stable cavitation and is the main
source of echoes used for ultrasound radiology. Oscillating MBs
produce microscopic pulsatile currents in the surrounding liquid.
While less potent than IC triggered jets, this so-called microstreaming
projects forces onto nearby boundaries and can cause or augment
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mechanical or biological effects. The transient local opening of the
BBB is associated with such processes (McDannold et al., 2006),
which need to be very well controllable in order to prevent damage to
the BBB (Hynynen et al., 2005). The intensity of mechanical surface
effects depends on the microstreaming characteristics which are a
function of the vibrations of the MB, which in turn can be tuned by
US settings and pre-determined by tailoring the MB shell parameters.
The encapsulation layer of a UCA is composed of solid or viscous
materials which will deform with the expansion and contraction of
the MB, rendering the shell characteristics a function of current
bubble size. Upon MB compression the shell is compacted, which can
cause a wrinkling of that layer. This effect called buckling is observed
in lipid monolayers (Versluis, 2010) and assigned to the congestion of
the constant number of lipid molecules in a shell of decreasing size.
The same phenomenon is observed when the MB shrinks due to
gradual gas elusion (Borden and Longo, 2002). The shell loses most
of its tension in the buckling state (Marmottant et al., 2005) causing a
considerable change in the dynamics of the MB, which is otherwise
typically dominated by the surface tension contribution.
During bubble expansion in pressure rarefaction cycles the
viscoelastic shell experiences strain and the tension may surpass a
critical limit above which the shell ruptures. The breakup of the
encapsulation (Stride and Saffari, 2003b) exposes parts of the gas
interface directly to the surrounding liquid while remnants of the
shell may still float at the interface. This causes an abrupt change in
MB characteristics, leading to a change in oscillation patterns and
subsequent dissolution of the MB (de Jong et al., 2009).
The breakup of different types of UCAs has been experimentally
observed and characterized by Moran et al. (2000) and the influence
of ultrasound parameters on the UCA dynamics was assessed using
optical and acoustic feedback (Dayton et al., 1999; de Jong et al.,
2009). Direct optical observation employing ultra high speed cameras
(Chin et al., 2003) allows to follow the transient kinetics of the UCA
(de Jong et al., 2000). Gel phantoms constitute an excellent platform
to investigate MB oscillation in vessels and study its mechanical
impact (Caskey et al., 2009).
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The dynamics of a single MB with clean surface in an infinite fluid
space exposed to an ultrasound field is accurately described by the
Rayleigh-Plesset equation (RPE) (Plesset and Prosperetti, 1977). An
analytical model including the effect of a solid shell was proposed by
Church (1995) and adapted for thin encapsulating layers by Hoff et al.
(2000). Based on experimental findings, Sarkar et al. (2005)
proposed a model for UCAs with infinitely thin viscoelastic shells
characterized by size-dependent properties. Taking into account UCA
buckling, a finite elastic range of the encapsulation and shell rupture,
Marmottant et al. (2005) developed an extension to a three state
model categorized by the tension of the interface. All these analytical
models are restricted to spherical MB oscillations in infinite fluids. An
extension to setups inside rigid tubes may be achievable to some
degree by introducing an effective mass term (Klotz and Hynynen,
2010).
Numerical modelling permits more flexibility in studying complex,
coupled and medically relevant setups like the oscillation of MBs in
flexible tubes (Ye and Bull, 2006). A lumped parameter solid model
was used to investigate the interaction of UCAs with compliant
microvessels (MVs) of variable size (Qin and Ferrara, 2006). The
mechanical stresses at the endothelial interface were assessed using
coupled solid and fluid models (Wiedemair et al., 2012) and the
breakup of UCAs near a rigid wall was numerically studied (Hsiao
and Chahine, 2013).
The intentional destruction of UCAs by high intensity pulses is the
primary means to release pharmaceutical agents encapsulated in MBs
at targeting sites (Bouakaz and Shung, 1999). Shell breakup is also
employed for flow measurement and perfusion assessment, e.g. in the
myocardium. During continuous infusion of UCAs, the encapsulated
MBs in the target region are destroyed and the time for
replenishment is assessed by monitoring signal reappearance using
normal echocardiology (Wei et al., 1997), yielding an average
perfusion or flow speed. The rupture of UCAs inside vessels of the
circulatory system, whether intentionally triggered or as side effect
changes the dynamics of the involved MB. The altered
microstreaming can result in a marked change in mechanical stresses
at the endothelium. The resulting shear may potentially trigger
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bioeffects like an increase in BBB permeability (McDannold et al.,
2006) or damage cell membranes (Wu, 2002).
Hence the stress on the endothelial cell membranes exerted by UCA
breakup is of interest for the assessment of potential tissue response
or damage. The experimental measurement of stresses at the
microscopic level and on a microsecond scale seems beyond current
technical feasibility. While analytical models lack the necessary
generality to treat the relevant configurations, a numerical modelling
approach can provide further insight into the dynamics of this
process. So far, no algorithm has been proposed to treat the complex
coupling of UCA dynamics, blood microflow and vessel structural
dynamics in the event of UCA breakup.
We aim to model the changes in mechanical stresses on the
endothelium caused by the breakup of a single UCA microbubble
inside a MV. For this purpose we developed a numerical modelling
platform allowing coupled 3D simulations of intraluminal microflow
and structural mechanics of the vessel. We translated the three state
approach by Marmottant et al. (2005) into an adaptive fluid
boundary condition for an interface tracking (IFT) algorithm, which
integrates the MB dynamics into the model. This computational
framework (CF) permits the modelling of compliant MVs hosting an
encapsulated UCA with variable viscoelastic properties and red blood
cells (RBCs) immersed in blood plasma. That setup is exposed to
transient pressure fields of increasing intensity while the bubble
dynamics and endothelial interface stresses are monitored.
6.2

Materials and methods

The considered setup consists of a lt = 40 µm long section of a straight
cylindrical MV with luminal radius rt = 3 µm (Cassot et al., 2006) and
0.5 µm average wall thickness (Bertossi et al., 1997). The vessel may
either have a flat inner surface or feature a texture mimicking
endothelial cell structures. At its centre, it hosts a MB with
viscoelastic shell optionally surrounded by neighbouring RBCs to
both sides which are all immersed in blood plasma (see Figure 5.1).
The latter is modelled as an incompressible, Newtonian, isotropic
fluid and the structural components are regarded as homogeneous,
isotropic, linear elastic solids. These domains are coupled using a
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fluid-structure interaction (FSI) algorithm (Kuttler et al., 2010) (see
Section 3.2) with arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation of
the fluid constitutive equations on a dynamically adapting mesh
(Jasak and Tukovic, 2007) (see Section 3.3.1). Details on the solid and
fluid modelling as well as the treatment of their coupling are provided
in (Wiedemair et al., 2012) and Chapter 5.
The motion of the MB is coupled with the fluid flow via an adaptable,
deformable boundary representing the MB surface. The conditions at
this boundary are evaluated based on the dynamic state of the MB.
The basic algorithm for tracking the MB interface is described by
Tukovic and Jasak (2012) and in Chapter 4. We restrict ourselves to
discussing its extension to a size-dependent viscoelastic UCA model
here.
6.2.1

Analytical model

A microbubble with a thin viscoelastic shell can be characterized by
its equilibrium radius a0, the shell viscosity µs and the tension σs of its
shell (Chatterjee and Sarkar, 2003). Upon variation of the MB radius
a during US induced oscillation the viscoelastic properties may
change (van der Meer et al., 2007; Tu et al., 2009) due to the
compaction or rarefaction of the molecules constituting the shell.
Marmottant et al. (2005) suggest that µs scales with the inverse a
according to

S 

S
a

(6.1)

with shell dilatation viscosity κs. In the elastic regime, σs is
proportional to the surface area A of the MB according to

A 
1
A 

s   

(6.2)

where χ is the elastic shell compression modulus and Ã is the surface
area below which buckling occurs. κs and χ are constants determined
by the composition of the shell. The tension at the surface of the MB
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can be written in a piecewise way for the three domains of buckling,
elastic behaviour and shell rupture, which occurs when surpassing a
critical surface area Â. Experimental findings (Borden and Longo,
2002; Versluis, 2010) indicate that the shell loses tension in the
buckling state. After rupture the gas content is directly exposed to the
surrounding liquid with a clean surface tension σ0 (Paul et al., 2010).
The breakup surface area
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is determined from the maximum tension σcrit the shell can sustain.
σcrit is usually of the same magnitude as σ0 (Stride and Saffari, 2003b)
with assumptions ranging from σcrit = σ0 (Versluis, 2010) to several
times σ0 (Marmottant et al., 2005).
Shell rupture changes the MB characteristics permanently to σ = σ0
and reduces µs to the residual viscosity µr. That quantity is a fraction
of the original µs and accounts for the effect of the shell remnants, of
which large portions will still reside at the gas-liquid interface. For
spherical MBs the equivalent buckling radius ã and the equivalent
breakup radius â can be employed as more intuitive limits of the
elastic regime.
The response of a UCA with the described shell characteristics and a
polytropic gas content to a transient, sinusoidal pressure variation Ps
of frequency fex and amplitude Pex can be described by a modified
RPE
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where the dots denote derivatives with respect to time, ρL is liquid
density, γ is the polytropic exponent, A0 is the equilibrium MB surface
area, P0 denotes equilibrium pressure and µt is the total viscosity
defined as

t  L  S .

(6.6)

Ps is assumed homogenous throughout the considered domain
because the configuration is much smaller than the US wavelength.
Blood advection is neglected as its typical velocity of 1 mm·s-1 (Fischer
et al., 1996; Stucker et al., 2004) is about three orders of magnitude
smaller than the radial MB interface velocity and the time frames in
the µs range relevant for UCA oscillation and breakup do not allow for
a significant advective displacement.
6.2.2

Numerical model

A more general case of non-spherical UCA oscillation can be modelled
by tracking the gas-liquid interface in a 3D numerical simulation
employing the finite volume formulation. We consider a deformable
liquid domain, representing the blood compartment of the setup,
where the flow of incompressible fluid is governed by mass and
momentum conservation (4.3) (4.4) written in ALE formulation and
deformation is accounted for by the space conservation law (4.5). A
portion of the boundary of this domain has the shape of a MB and
hosts an adaptable boundary condition that is updated according to
the conditions in the MB. This gas-liquid interface Γb is iteratively
deformed until normal stress equilibrium

P   Pg    A   2t   s  v 
b

b

(6.7)

is reached (compare Section 3.1). Here P is liquid pressure, κ denotes
twice the local surface curvature calculated by κ = -∇s·ñ, with the
surface gradient ∇s and the interface unit normal vector ñ. The
vertical bar indicates that the quantities are evaluated at Γb. v
represents fluid velocity and Pg is the transient internal gas pressure
of the UCA, considered homogenous throughout the bubble. It is
derived from a polytropic law (4.2) with polytropic exponent γ =
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1.095, as is appropriate for the sulfurhexafluoride gas content of
SonoVueTM UCAs (Marmottant et al., 2005).
This model is implemented in the numerical platform OpenFOAM
(Weller et al., 1998; Jasak et al., 2007). The solution procedure relies
on an interface tracking approach (Tukovic and Jasak, 2012) to
determine the exact position of the gas-liquid interface assuming zero
mass transfer across Γb. The sharp delineation of the UCA interface is
essential for accurate evaluation of (6.7) which is dominated by the
surface tension term due to large κ values.
Applying a transient pressure boundary condition at the vessel inlets
and at the outer MV interface of the initially specified setup will
expose the UCA immersed in blood plasma at the centre of the vessel
to a varying excitation signal. The deformation of the UCA according
to the surrounding flow conditions is mediated by (6.7) and will in
turn induce oscillatory flow to the surrounding liquid. By virtue of
FSI, the impact of the generated microstreaming on the luminal
vessel interface Γfs can be assessed and is quantified in terms of wall
shear stress

τ wss  L n   v   v  n  n 

sf

(6.8)

where the vertical bar indicates that the quantities are evaluated at
Γfs. The pressure drop across the thickness of the vessel wall is
expressed by

Ptm  P    Pe  Ps 
sf

(6.9)

with Pe representing the static pressure in the perivascular space
outside the vessel. These two quantities, termed wall parameters,
characterize the normal and transvers stress on the endothelial cells
and may play a key role in BBB opening as well as cell damage due to
cavitation.
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6.3

Validation

The employed computational framework (CF) is based on a
combination of two algorithms, FSI and IFT with constant MB
parameters, which have been extensively validated elsewhere
(Wiedemair et al., 2012) (Section 4.3). It remains to proof the validity
of IFT with the modified pressure boundary condition (6.7) that
allows for variations of σs and µs as a function of a, including abrupt
changes in behaviour at shell breakup or during buckling. This
algorithm is validated by comparison to analytical predictions from
(6.5) in an infinite fluid. A single MB of equilibrium radius a0 = 0.975
µm with various settings for κs and χ is enclosed in a fluid sphere of
radius RL = 100 µm, mimicking a sufficiently large liquid envelope
(see Section 4.3.1). The liquid is considered to be water with ρL =
1000 kg·m-3 and µL = 10-3 kg·m-1·s-1. The setup is exposed to a
transient pressure field at various fex settings and either constant or
linearly growing excitation amplitude Pex.
Figure 6.1 (left) shows a comparison between the radius-time curves
acquired with the CF and predicted by the modified RPE (6.5) for the
oscillation of a UCA driven by an US field of fex = 2.9 MHz and Pex =
130 kPa. The shell properties were chosen to fit a SonoVue TM UCA
with κs =15 nN·s·m-1, χ= 1 N·m-1 and ã = a0 = 0.975 µm (Marmottant
et al., 2005). σcrit = 1 N·m-1 is set deliberately high to preclude shell
rupture. The analytically predicted and the numerically modelled
comportment show an excellent match. We quantify their conformity
using the maximum of the transient relative difference ε(t) (4.8) in a,
finding εmax = 0.45 % for an interval of 10 µs.
The numerically acquired data is also compared to a simulation result
published by Marmottant et al. (2005) (Figure 6.1, right). A close
match of qualitative features and amplitudes is assessed. The
discrepancies in the initial and final phase are due to a gradual buildup of excitation amplitude in the reference case as opposed to a
constant Pex setting for our configuration. We observe a distinct
preference for compression in the radius oscillation, which has also
been pointed out by Marmottant et al. (2005) and experimentally
confirmed (Versluis, 2010; De Jong et al., 2007). The change of slope
in the compression phase is caused by a decrease in σ(A) and a
simultaneous increase of µs(κ). It marks the transition of the MB
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dynamics away from the surface tension dominated regime which
also affects the resonance frequency fr (2.3).

Figure 6.1: Matching of radius response curves between theoretical
predictions and numerical results (left) and comparison to a reference result
reproduced from (Marmottant et al., 2005) for a configuration with fex = 2.9
MHz, Pex = 130 kPa, κs =15 nN·s·m-1, χ= 1 N·m-1 and ã = a0 = 0.975 µm. The
numerically determined a(t) yields values which match excellently with the
analytical prediction. The pattern exhibits compression preference, a change
in slope during contraction and amplitude values in close accordance with the
reference.

After checking the predictive capability of the code for the elastic
regime and the buckling state we shall examine its ability to model
shell rupture. In order to achieve a transition from oscillation with
encapsulation towards the breakup threshold, Pex is ramped up from
an initial setting Pex,i to a final value Pex,f over a time interval Δtr and
stays constant at Pex,f for t > Δtr. Figure 6.2 displays a portion of the
radius-time curves for two configurations with the instant of breakup
marked by arrows. Both UCAs have a buckling radius ã of 0.95 µm
and a breakup radius of â = 1.018 µm. Figure 6.2 (left) shows results
obtained for fex = 1.5 MHz, pressure amplitude build-up from Pex,i =
100 kPa to Pex,f = 130 kPa over Δtr = 5 µs and shell properties of κs =
7.2 nN·s·m-1, χ = 0.55 N·m-1 (Gorce et al., 2000), σcrit = 0.0615 N·m-1
and µr = 0.4·µs. The maximum shell tension is surpassed after 3.48 µs
at Pex = 121 kPa, after which the oscillation amplitude keeps on
growing with increasing Pex. εmax in the elastic regime does not
surpass 0.6 % and reaches 1.9 % after shell breakup.
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The adjacent graph (Figure 6.2, right) displays findings for the
oscillation of a UCA with fex = 2.9 MHz, Pex,i = 150 kPa, Pex,f = 210
kPa, Δtr = 5 µs, κs = 15 nN·s·m-1, χ = 1 N·m-1, σcrit = 0.148 N·m-1 and µr
= 0.4 µs. Shell breakup happens after 4.92 µs at Pex = 209 kPa and an
average radius ā = 1.018 µm. Subsequently a(t) quickly stabilizes to a
new patter with constant amplitude. εmax in the elastic regime does
not surpass 0.4 % and increases to 2.4 % after shell breakup.

Figure 6.2: Comparison between numerical results and analytical prediction
for shell break up of two MBs with viscoelastic encapsulation of a0 = 0.975 µm
and Ã = 11.3 µm2, corresponding to ã = 0.95 µm. A viscoelastic UCA of κs = 7.2
nN·s·m-1, χ = 0.55 N·m-1, σcrit = 0.0615 N·m-1 and µr = 0.4 µs (left) exposed to
fex = 1.5 MHz, Pex,i = 100 kPa, Pex,f = 130 kPa with Δtr = 5 µs shows breakup
after 3.48 µs. Another UCA of κs = 15 nN·s·m-1, χ = 1 N·m-1, σcrit = 0.148 N·m-1
and µr = 0.4 breaks up after 4.92 µs when excited by an impinging pressure
fluctuation of fex = 2.9 MHz, Pex,i = 150 kPa, Pex,f = 210 kPa with Δtr = 5 µs. Both
cases show very close agreement between prediction and numerical results.

We established close correspondence of the numerically determined
results with analytical predictions (6.5) and an external reference
case. The findings for all presented configurations confirm the
validity and accuracy of the IFT algorithm for size dependent shell
parameters. It will subsequently be used as part of the CF to
determine the stresses on microvascular interfaces during UCA
breakup.
6.4

Results

The stresses at the endothelial vessel interface before, during and
after the breakup of the shell of an encapsulated microbubble UCA
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with sized dependent shell characteristics are investigated. The setup
comprises a single MB of equilibrium radius a0 = 1 µm with ã = 0.985
µm and shell properties κs = 15 nN·s·m-1, χ = 1.0 N·m-1 (Marmottant et
al., 2005) and µr = 0.4·µs. A breakup tension of σcrit = 0.115 N·m-1 is
assumed, corresponding to Â = 13.6 µm2 or â = 1.04 µm for a
spherical shape. The UCA is located at the centre of a compliant MV
with density ρv = 1200 kg·m-3 and Young’s modulus Ev = 8 MPa (Miao
et al., 2008). Adapting the liquid properties to fit the properties of the
enclosed blood plasma renders ρL = 1030 kg·m-3 (Lowe, 1987) and µL
= 1.5·10-3 kg·m-1·s-1 (Haidekker et al., 2002). Equality of the
extravascular pressure Pe and the static pressure inside the vessel P0
is assumed.
This configuration is exposed to a transient pressure field of fex = 2.6
MHz with growing Pex. UCAs with thin viscoelastic shells can typically
sustain acoustic pressures in the range of 100 kPa - 150 kPa (de Jong
et al., 2009), depending on fex and the exact shell configuration. The
values of Pex,i =130 kPa, Pex,f =180 kPa and Δtr = 5 µs are chosen such
that the UCA initially oscillates in the stable regime and is gradually
approaching and surpassing the breakup threshold. We follow a three
stage approach to assess the impact of different model adjustments
on the wall parameters. Starting from a straight tube with plain walls
of fixed thickness (setup I) we assess the changes to τwss and Ptm when
introducing red blood cells into that MV (setup II) and finally adding
a patterning to the vascular interface that mimics the structure of
endothelial cells (setup III).
6.4.1

Plain vessel without RBCs

The simplest configuration often employed for the modelling of the
interaction between MBs and MV is a straight, blood plasma filled
tube with plain luminal interface and a sole UCA at the centre. The
rotational and central symmetries can be exploited to accelerate
computation and the configuration is resolved with a hexahedral,
unstructured mesh.
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Figure 6.3: Staggered arrangement of transient Pa, ā, |τwss|max, and Ptm,max
patterns for Pex,i = 130 kPa, Pex,f = 180 kPa and Δtr = 5 µs in a vessel with plain
luminal walls without RBCs. During the steady increase in Pa, shell rupture
takes place at tb = 4.32 µs (dotted line), causing a marked change in MB
oscillation pattern and amplitude accompanied by a 2.5-fold increase in
|τwss|max. The Ptm,max pattern changes shape but peak values do not significantly
deviate from pre-rupture levels.

Figure 6.3 shows an arrangement of plots of the transient excitation
pressure Pa(t), the transient average MB radius ā as well as the
maximum of the magnitude of τwss (|τwss|max) and the maximum of
Ptm,max in the time interval around the shell rupture. A sampling
domain spanning 15 µm to both sides of the MB is considered for
determining the maxima in order to discard inflow and boundary
effects at the vessel inlets. While Ps is continuously growing over the
first 5 µs, the shell breaks at tb = 4.32 µs during a minimum in
excitation pressure, leading to an immediate substantial increase in ā.
This growth of vibration amplitude is accompanied by an
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approximately 2.5-fold rise in |τwss|max, while Ptm,max shows a change
in transient pattern but no appreciable alteration in peak values.

Figure 6.4: Transient behaviour of wall parameters along Ξ for setup I. Ptm
exposes a layered temporal comportment with ripples in z direction and a
marked change in pattern at the MB location (z = 0 µm) after rupture. The
peak Ptm values do not appreciably change due to shell rupture. τwss,z increases
substantially after shell rupture and isolated local extrema in axial direction
become more apparent. The axial gradients of both parameters increase after
tb and exhibit wave-like pattern.

The transient values of τwss in axial direction (τwss,z) and Ptm were
sampled in a strip (Ξ) of the vessel interface parallel to the vessel axis
z. This allows the temporal and spatial assessment of patterns in the
wall parameters and their axial gradients (Figure 6.4). τwss,z and Ptm
exhibit oscillatory temporal behaviour which changes shape after
UCA shell breakup. No major overall increase in peak values of Ptm is
found after tb but the initially weak transient patterns in the region
around the location of the MB (z = 0 µm) change shape and increase
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in peak value. τwss,z increases throughout Ξ following shell rupture
and isolated local extrema in axial direction become more apparent.
The gradients of the wall parameters along z both show wave-like
patterns and a marked increase after tb.
6.4.2

Plain vessel containing RBCs

Blood is composed of plasma and solid constituents like red blood
cells. The size of UCAs is comparable to the size of RBCs and those
particles pass through capillary vessel in single file at close proximity
(see Section 5.2.6). Hence the presence of RBCs could potentially
have an impact on MB vibrations and shear at the endothelium. We
add pairs of RBCs, which are motile in axial direction, upstream and
downstream of the UCA according to Figure 5.1 in order to investigate
their impact on the wall parameters. The new configuration is
resolved with a polyhedral, unstructured mesh.
An assessment of Pa(t), ā, |τwss|max and Ptm,max (Figure 6.5) similar to
Section 6.4.1 reveals that the MB comportment does not change
considerably in presence of RBCs, with the UCA breakup again taking
place at tb = 4.32 µs. While the peak values of the wall parameters
stay in the same range as without RBCs, their transient patterns have
noticeably different shapes.
A study of the transient Ptm and τwss,z values (Figure 6.6) along Ξ
reveals the impact of the presence of RBCs on the wall parameters.
The locations where the tips of the RBCs come closer than 1 µm to the
vessel wall are marked by pairs of dashed lines. The Ptm pattern is
generally similar to setup I but shows clear damping in the RBC
regions. Its axial gradient seems contained between the innermost
RBCs, with low values in the gap between the inner and outer RBC.
τwss,z increases substantially after tb to similar values as in setup I, but
exhibits a different, more layered pattern with discontinuities at the
downstream (z > 0 µm) RBC locations and local maxima at their
upstream positions. The large values of the respective axial gradient
are contained between the innermost RBCs with adjacent low values
regions.
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Figure 6.5: Temporally aligned patterns for Pa, ā, |τwss|max and Ptm,max with
Pex,i = 130 kPa, Pex,f = 180 kPa and Δtr = 5 µs in a vessel with plain luminal
walls containing RBCs. The transient comportment is similar to the previous
case with noticeable differences in the patterns of wall parameter fluctuations.
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Figure 6.6: Transient behaviour of wall parameters along Ξ for setup II. Ptm
shows a layered temporal comportment with noticeable damping at the
positions of the RBCs (narrow regions between dashed lines) and a marked
change in pattern at the MB location (z = 0 µm) after rupture. The peak Ptm
values do not appreciably change due to shell rupture. Its axial gradients
increase after tb and their high intensity areas seem to be bounded by the
RBCs with small values in the upstream and downstream gaps between the
RBCs, as opposed to the behaviour without RBCs. τwss,z rises strongly after
shell rupture along with its axial gradients, where again bounding effects due
to RBCs are observed.

The dilation of the MV during UCA oscillation is characterized by the
surface normal component vfs of the displacement velocity of the
fluid-solid interface. This parameter is also sampled along Ξ (Figure
6.7) and shows a distinct wave pattern for setup I and regions of
suppressed oscillation in the gaps between RBCs for setup II. The
peak values and maximum variations are found around the location
of the MB after tb, while the more outlying regions show significantly
less response to shell rupture. Both setups yield approximately the
same peak values for vfs.
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Figure 6.7: Spatio-temporal vfs patterns for a plain vessel without RBCs (left)
and with RBCs (right). Both setups show wave-like structures with strong
variations at z = 0 µm which are intensifying after shell breakup. The wave
pattern is associated with travelling displacement waves along the flexible
vessel wall. While no noticeable difference in peak displacement velocity exists
between the two configurations, the presence of RBCs (narrow regions
between dashed lines) seems to be damping the vessel dilation in the RBC
gaps.

6.4.3

Vessel with cell texture containing RBCs

Endothelial cells lining the vessel are approximated by hexagonal
honeycomb structures arranged in advective flow direction. They
feature a bulge at the centre representing the protruding cell nucleus
region and indentations at the cell connection lines. Again, the
geometry is resolved using a polyhedral, unstructured mesh. The local
change in wall parameters due to the wall texture is investigated here.
Figure 6.8 shows the temporally aligned patterns for Pa, ā, |τwss|max,
and Ptm,max. The UCA shell ruptures at tb = 4.7 µs which is later than
in the previous configurations. The peak values of Ptm and |τwss| are
elevated by 10% - 15% but the transient comportment of the wall
parameters is similar to the previous cases with a jump in |τwss|max
after shell rupture and a change in the Ptm,max pattern without an
increase in peak values.
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Figure 6.8: Staggered arrangement of transient Pa, ā, |τwss|max and Ptm,max
patterns for setup III. Shell breakup occurs later than in previous
configurations and the peak values of the wall parameters are elevated by 10%
- 15%. The transient patterns of |τwss|max, and Ptm,max are similar to setup II.

The transient comportment of Ptm and τwss,z along Ξ, which was
placed such that it does not run along a cell-cell indentation or
directly across a cell nucleus bulge, is displayed in Figure 6.9. Little
difference to the patterns of setup II is visible, except for a damping of
τwss,z at the location where Ξ crosses a cell-cell indentation (black
arrow). The increase in peak values at a location where Ξ passes next
to a cell nucleus bulge (white arrow) is not discernible due to overlay
with already present regions of high τwss,z.
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Figure 6.9: Transient behaviour of wall parameters along Ξ for a
configuration with RBCs and vessel wall texture. The absolute value of Ptm
increases by 10% and the τwss,z by 15% in comparison to the previous setups.
No major difference in patterns is visible as compared to the non-patterned
wall. A discernible diminishment of τwss,z is observed around a cell-cell
indentation (black arrow) while an increase at the site of a cell nucleus bulge
(white arrow) is barely visible due to overlapping of an already present region
of strong shear.

Figure 6.10: A 3D view of a textured vessel containing RBCs with the
endothelial interface coloured according to |τwss|. The largest shear values are
contained between the innermost RBCs. Maxima are visible at the central cell
nucleus bulges and cell-cell indentations appear to have slightly lower |τwss|
values. The thin blue rims at the vessel wall mark locations where the axial
component of τwss, which is dominant in this setup, changes direction and
hence |τwss| briefly becomes zero before rising again. The structure of the
polyhedral computational mesh is displayed in the cut plane.

Axial gradients are not characteristic for this configuration because of
the breaking of rotational symmetry due to the cell texturing.
Significant changes in wall parameters will appear in directions other
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than the vessel axis at the interesting locations of cell-cell junctions
and cell nucleus bulges. We examine a 3D snapshot of setup III with
the local |τwss| plotted at the vessel endothelial interface (Figure 6.10).
The image shows that shear levels increase around the protruding cell
nucleus region and are diminished at cell-cell junction. This
distribution will give rise to strong gradients at those locations.
6.5

Discussion

We presented a series of three increasingly complex and more
realistic setups for the modelling of ultrasound induced UCA
vibrations and shell breakup inside MVs. The dynamics of the system
were calculated using a newly introduced and validated
computational framework featuring an interface tracking capability
combined with a fluid-structure interaction algorithm. We assessed
the spatial and temporal comportment of Ptm and τwss at the luminal
vessel interface for all setups. These mechanical parameters affect the
membranes of the cells composing the MV and are interesting with
respect to induced cell damage (Wu, 2002) or biomechanical effects
(McDannold et al., 2006).
The rupture of the UCA shell at a certain σcrit was achieved by
exposing the setup to transient pressure variations of increasing
amplitude. The time tb until shell breakup was not noticeably
influenced by the presence of RBCs, while the introduced vascular cell
texture caused a delay. The vessel lumen in setup III is locally
narrowed by portions of the endothelial cells protruding from the
wall. This imposes an increased damping effect on the forced UCA
oscillations due to confinement (see Section 4.4.3), causing a reduced
oscillation amplitude that consequently surpasses â later.
A substantial elevation of peak τwss values after tb accompanied by
unaltered levels of Ptm (Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4) constitutes the most
significant finding of this study. This phenomenon can be explained
as follows. The shear increases as a function of flow velocity of the
microstreaming caused by the MB vibrations. This velocity is
considerably increased after shell breakup due to the growth of MB
oscillation amplitude which translates to a considerable increase in
liquid volume displacement. Pressure levels at the microbubble
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interface are determined by shell tension σs, surface curvature κ,
viscous forces and internal gas pressure (6.7), which is a function of
MB volume (4.2). The change of tension from σs to σ0 and the
reduction of µs to µr due to shell breakup is compensated by an
increase in surface velocity and a larger variations in MB volume and
consequently in internal gas pressure. This can leave the liquid
pressure levels at Γb and hence Ptm basically unaltered. Moreover, Ptm
is mainly dependent on the liquid pressure level which is globally
determined by Ps + P0 with only local variations in the central section
of the MV due to MB oscillation.
The introduction of RBCs into the MV causes a damping of Ptm
oscillations at the RBC locations (Figure 6.6) and the establishment of
connected temporal layers in τwss,z from the previously observed
island structures (Figure 6.4). The axial displacement of the RBCs
with the flow forces the fluid in the RBC gap to move as a plug,
creating the homogenous τwss,z strips in that region. These layers are
disrupted by faster flow through the narrow annular passage between
RBC tips and vessel interface, locally reducing pressure and hence
Ptm. The magnitudes of Ptm and τwss observed prior to UCA shell
breakup agree with values previously derived with different models
(Hosseinkhah and Hynynen, 2012; Wiedemair et al., 2012).
The axial gradients of the wall parameters (Figure 6.4, Figure 6.6)
change substantially due to UCA shell breakup. Their high intensity
regions seem to get confined between the innermost RBCs upon their
introduction and low levels are visible in the RBC gaps. This fosters
the impression that we see very homogenous plug flow in the RBC
gaps and accelerating flow accompanied by strong gradients in τwss
and Ptm is mainly confined to the vicinity of the MB and the vessel
inlet regions.
The introduction of cell texturing at the vessel interface changes the
peak wall parameter levels by up to 15 %. Locally, we observed an
increase of τwss at cell nucleus bulges and its decrease in cell-cell
indentations. Both phenomena can be explained by the respectively
enhanced and reduced exposure of these structures to the flow.
Wave-like structures in transient vfs patterns (Figure 6.7) indicate
displacement wave propagation along the elastic vessel wall. Such
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pulse waves along blood vessels due to inlet pressure variation were
already described by Bramwell (1922). There are two sources
inducing periodic deformation of the vessel wall: The sinusoidal
pressure at the inlets and the pressure variations caused by the
oscillating MB. Their patterns meet and potentially interfere (Figure
6.4, Figure 6.7 left) in setup I, while the RBCs in setup II effectively
damp this effect (Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7 right).
6.6

Conclusions

We have presented a computational framework to model the
mechanical impact of UCA oscillations and shell breakup on the
endothelium of microvessels. The wall shear stress and transmural
pressure levels for three MV configurations of increasing complexity,
containing RBCs and cell texturing, were assessed. We observe
pressure and displacement wave propagation in the compliant vessel
and a limiting effect of RBCs on axial gradients of the wall
parameters. The introduction of a texture resembling endothelial cell
structures at the vessel interface leads to local variations in the wall
parameters. Due to increasing excitation pressure amplitudes the
UCA shell breaks and we observe an immediate substantial increase
in oscillation amplitude, and hence in volume flow and shear but no
appreciable change in transmural pressure levels. The numerical
approach presented here provides a comprehensive model for
medically relevant setups containing acoustic MBs. It allows assessing
mechanical parameters at the vessel interface as a function of
excitation pressure settings and, for the first time, also incorporates
the effects of shell buckling and rupture.
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Conclusions
Results overview

In the course of this thesis, a computational framework (CF) to model
the behaviour of microbubbles (MBs) in arbitrary configurations was
developed. It is able to accurately reproduce theoretical predictions of
the dynamics of a single microbubble with or without encapsulating
viscoelastic shell in a large liquid envelope. Beside the oscillatory
motion caused by excitation with a transient pressure field, the
relative translation of multiple MBs in mutual proximity was assessed
and quantified. It was observed that the translation direction and
velocity depend on excitation frequency, excitation pressure
amplitude and relative distance of the MBs. We investigated the
impact of physical boundaries, such as rigid tubes, on the translatory
and oscillatory dynamics of MBs. The novelty of our CF lies in its
ability to model multiple, closely spaced and confined MBs, with
access to all kinematic and dynamics parameters.
The addition of a fluid-structure coupling algorithm allowed the
investigation of MB dynamics inside compliant tubes. This setup is of
particular interest to medical applications, addressing ultrasonically
excited MBs inside narrow blood vessels as used in diagnostics and
intervention. We specifically studied the conditions present during
the transient opening of the blood-brain barrier using MB moderated
focused ultrasound. Our model provides quantitative predictions of
the local wall shear stress and transmural pressure at the
endothelium and takes the impact of the presence of deformable and
motile red blood cells into account. We discovered that the red blood
cells confine the domain of considerable variations in transmural
pressure to a region proximal to the MB. A realistic cell patterning of
the vessel wall allowed further insight into the spatial distribution of
the mechanical wall parameters.
The numerical MB model was extended by introducing size
dependent viscoelastic shell properties and a maximum sustainable
surface tension beyond which the lipid encapsulation breaks, whereby
the MB dynamics abruptly change. Such a scenario is of interest for
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applications using ultrasound of high intensity. Shell breakup is a
required effect for targeted drug delivery but not desirable in bloodbrain barrier disruption (BBBD). It results in a marked increase in
oscillation amplitude of the MB and hence in stronger agitation of the
surrounding blood plasma. This in turn exposes the endothelium to
elevated shear stresses which may infer damage to cell membranes.
The presented CF provides a platform to study arbitrary
configurations of multiple interacting microbubbles set close to rigid
or deformable obstacles or inside casings. The microbubbles may
have clean surfaces or a viscoelastic shell of adjustable properties that
scale with surface area and may experience states of bucking and
irreversible shell breakup. The CF hence offers the freedom to
address many scenarios which are too complex for analytical
treatment and not accessible to experiments, particularly but not
exclusively in the field of biomedical ultrasound applications.
7.2

Outlook

The methods presented in this thesis constitute one of the currently
most sophisticated means to model microbubbles and study their
fundamental dynamics as well as their behaviour in realistic
configurations. Combined with an FSI algorithm, the interaction of
ultrasonically excited MBs with microscopic biological systems can be
modelled. Moreover, technological applications in the field of
ultrasonic surface cleaning could be addressed with the potential of
quantifying the acting forces. With the addition of a scalar transport
model, technologies like microbubble enhanced mixing, as used in
pharmaceutical processing, could be modelled.
The future development of this numerical platform could concentrate
on introducing methods to modify the computational mesh (Menon et
al., 2008) in the vicinity of the MBs in order to allow for even larger
oscillation amplitudes and shape deformations without a degradation
of mesh quality. This would improve the study of MB attraction,
allowing for a very close approach or potentially even a merging of the
MBs. The necessary changes consist in the ability to perform demand
driven, local topological changes. The introduction of a dynamic
overset grid (Noack et al., 2009) on top of a static background grid
would provide the freedom to deform the MB interface with limited
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mesh reconfiguration. While the implementation of these extensions
is certainly challenging, they would render the current framework
much more flexible by lifting many of the constraints caused by grid
topology.
The fluid-structure coupling presented in this work is based on a
partitioned approach, allowing easy interchangeability of fluid or
solid models and the use of efficient, established code. When aiming
for applications with inherently strong coupling between the domains
and large deformations, a monolithic approach would be preferable.
That would substantially change the paradigm of the fluid-solid
coupling in the sense that a decrease of flexibility in the selection of
solvers is traded for a considerable improvement in stability and
convergence of the algorithm. This could extend the usability of the
present code to the interaction with thin membranes or other soft
structures.
To this point, experimental results on microbubble kinematics are
available from ultra-high frame rate camera observations and some of
the reported phenomena were also identified in the numerical results
presented in this thesis. Experiments addressing dynamic properties
like force, pressure or shear stress on the microscale are much more
challenging to perform but would be of great value as a means of
further validation and subsequent improvement of this numerical
framework.
The development of novel microbubble enhanced ultrasound
treatments has seen a rapid growth in the last two decades and is
likely to impact the clinical procedures in a growing spectrum of
applications. While BBBD has already entered the pre-clinical test
phase, applications like targeted drug and gene delivery are still in
research. A treatment to ameliorate myocardial damage after
infarction using MBs (Dorner et al., 2013) is in an early stage.
Research on the use of MBs for enhancement of high intensity FUS
treatments to create focal hyperthermia in solid tumours (Yu et al.,
2004) is equally intriguing and could employ in-situ formation of
MBs from phase-shift nanoemulsions (Zhang et al., 2013).
The appealing property of microbubble technology to locally create or
enhance effects triggered by ultrasound allows for a precise, non121
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invasive treatment of various clinical conditions and offers benefits
like reduced risk of infection, closed acoustic feedback loops and the
option of outpatient treatments. Hence, there are good reasons to
pursue research in all facets of this emerging medical technology to
bring them to clinical use. While experiments are certainly most
essential in that research process, a reliable and validated numerical
model can be of great value to assess the underlying physical
conditions during treatment and to predict the mechanical
comportment of MBs and affected tissue. In this respect, the
developments and results presented in this thesis could help in
directing research efforts more efficiently and improve methodology
on the basis of a better understanding of the fundamental interaction
between ultrasound, MBs, blood and tissue.
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Abbreviations
AAM

Automatic Mesh Motion

ABM

Analytical bubble model

ALE

Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation

BBB

Blood-brain barrier

BBBD

Blood-brain barrier disruption

CCA

Axis connecting two MB centres

CF

Computational framework

CNS

Central nervous system

FEM

Finite Element Method

FSI

Fluid-structure interaction

FUS

Focused ultrasound

FVM

Finite Volume Method

GGM

Guidance grid method

IC

Inertial cavitation

IFT

Interface tracking

MB

Microbubble

MI

Mechanical Index

MV

Microvessel

ODE

Ordinary differential equation

PNP

Peak negative pressure

RPE

Rayleigh-Plesset equation

SSMM

Subset Mesh Motion

TJ

Tight junction

US

Ultrasound

VESM

Viscoelastic shell model
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Symbols
The naming convention for variables observed in this thesis
designates tensors with bold upper case characters, vectors with bold
lower case characters and uses italic upper or lower case letters for
scalars. Latin letters and Greek letters are separately sorted
alphabetically starting with the former.
A

MB surface area

Ã

MB buckling surface area

Â

MB breakup surface area

A0

MB equilibrium surface area

a

MB radius

ã

MB buckling radius

â

MB breakup radius

ā

Average MB radius

a0

MB equilibrium radius

Δā

MB oscillation range

D

Stress tensor

dbb

Distance between bubble centres

ER

Young’s modulus of RBC

Ev

Young’s modulus of vessel wall

f

Force

fa

Added mass force

fB1

Primary Bjerknes Force

fB2

Secondary Bjerknes Force

fd

Viscous drag force

f0

Natural MB frequency

fΔā

MB maximum response frequency

fex

Excitation frequency

fr

Resonance frequency

lt

Tube length
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n

Outward pointing face unit normal

ñ

Interface unit normal vector

P

Tangential projection operator

P

Pressure

P0

Equilibrium pressure

P∞

Pressure at infinity

Pe

Extravascular pressure

Pex

Excitation pressure amplitude

Pg

Gas pressure inside bubble

Ps

Transient pressure signal

Ptm

Transmural pressure

RL

Radius of sphere

ȓ

GGM template vectors

r

Radial cylindrical coordinate

rt

Tube radius

S

Surface

s

Placeholder for transient MB parameter

T

Viscous stress tensor

t

Time

u

Displacement

v

Fluid velocity

vb

Bubble velocity

vr

Bubble velocity relative to fluid

vs

Surface displacement velocity

vv

Vertex displacement velocity

V

Volume

Vb

Bubble volume

WSS

Wall shear stress in axial direction

xb

Position of bubble centre

z

Axial cylindrical coordinate
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α

MB acceleration

β

Viscous damping coefficient

Γb

Bubble-fluid interface

Γfs

Fluid-solid interface

γ

Polytropic exponent

Δtr

Pressure ramp time

ε

Transient relative error

εpp

Relative error in peak height

ζ

Capillary distensibility

Θ

Azimuthal cylindrical coordinate

θ

Phase offset between ai(t) and aj(t)

θex

Phase offset between Ps(t) and a(t)

κ

Twice local surface curvature

κs

Shell dilatation viscosity

λex

Wavelength of excitation signal

µ

Dynamic viscosity

µL

Dynamic viscosity of the liquid

µr

Residual shell viscosity

µs

MB shell viscosity

νL

Kinematic viscosity of the liquid

νP

Poisson’s ratio

Ξ

Sampling strip

ξ

Vertex diffusivity

ρL

Density of the liquid

ρR

RBC density

ρv

Vessel wall density

σ

Surface tension

σ0

Clean surface tension

σcrit

Critical shell tension
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σs

MB shell tension

τμ

Normal viscous stress

τσ

Interface tension stress

φ

Placeholder for a field quantity

χ

Elastic shell compression modulus
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